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ABSTRACT 
Flutter is a dynamic instability that aerodynamic vehicles encounter in atmospheric 
flight. The interaction between structural elastic, structural inertial and aerodynamic forces 
may cause the flexible vehicle to undergo divergent oscillations, at which point flutter is 
encountered. Undesirable effects of this behavior include difficult controllability, structural 
fatigue and even catastrophic structural failure. This point of instability is dependant on many 
factors including the structural properties, structural geometry, aerodynamic shape and the 
flight condition. Since these factors may influence the flutter point in a sensitive manner 
investigation of uncertainty in these properties is warranted. A modern method to investigate 
system uncertainty is with the use of robust stability, namely µanalysis. 
These modern techniques are used to analyze the uncertainty in structural properties 
(mass and stiffness properties) of a wing in flight and the effect these uncertainties have on 
the flutter point. Recent use of these robust stability techniques on the flutter problem have 
focused on uncertainty in the natural structural modal frequencies. The uncertainties in the 
modal frequencies are also typically assumed independent. Uncertainties in the natural 
structural mode shapes have not been explored in complete detail. By including uncertainty 
in the structural mode shapes the robust flutter margins will be much less conservative. 
A complete structural uncertainty model for robust flutter prediction is constructed. 
Robust flutter margins are found for a fictitious wing with uncertainties in wing mass and 
stiffness properties, using the structured singular value (µ). Since the robust flutter margins 
include uncertainty in the structural mode shapes, as well as the structural mode frequencies, 
they are least conservative estimates. The uncertainties in many structural properties on the 
wing are investigated and the effect that they have on the flutter point is determined. The 
formulation presented herein can be applied to a wide array of problems concerning the 
sensitivity of the flutter solution. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview and Relevance 
Flutter is a phenomenon that occurs in aerospace vehicles when aerodynamic, 
structural elastic and inertial forces interact in such a way that oscillations of the vehicle may 
become divergent. This divergent oscillation can cause unstable controllability 
characteristics, quicker fatigue time and possible structural failure. The flutter problem is 
becoming more prevalent as we continue to produce faster, more high performance aircraft. 
This problem has been apparent since the early days of World War II when planes 
became faster, and the monoplane began to replace the biplane design. Aircraft became 
lighter, less rigid and were capable of higher performance missions. We are still following 
this trend today as we push the envelope for lighter, faster, more multipurpose high-
performance aircraft. Relevant thin and flexible wing aircraft susceptible to flutter include 
the Active Aeroelastic Wing aircraft and the Helios being developed at NASA Dryden Flight 
Research Center. Morphing wing technology is another area in which further research on 
flutter uncertainty would provide a great benefit. 
Although flutter uncertainty has been addressed in previous research [9],[10],[11], 
there is a need for further development concerning this problem. Accuracy in predicting the 
onset of flutter is dependant on assumptions made and methods used. Sources of uncertainty 
in the predictions need more thorough investigation. Perturbations in structural properties, 
such as mass and stiffuess properties can significantly affect prediction of the conditions 
under which flutter occurs. A simple, complete, and accurate model for robust flutter 
prediction is desired for the higher performance, multi-mission aircraft of today and 
tomorrow. 
Recently, robust flutter prediction methods have focused on the uncertainty in 
predictions resulting from uncertainty in the structural mode frequencies only. The 
uncertainties in the modal frequencies are also typically assumed independent. Uncertainty in 
2 
structural mode shapes has not been addressed in sufficient detail. By including uncertainty 
in the structural mode shapes the flutter predictions become much less conservative. 
Uncertainty dependence on structural mode shape can be done analytically by 
calculating eigenvector and eigenvalue derivatives [7]. An analytical model is desired so that 
the entire model can be cast into a state space framework and robust stability analysis can be 
applied. A state space framework is also very well-suited for possible control law design that 
would take parametric model uncertainty into consideration. 
As demonstrated in this work, structural mode shape variation does in fact affect 
solution uncertainty to a degree that warrants it's inclusion into the formulation. The plot 
displayed in Figure 1.1 below reveals this importance. The Nominals represent the predicted 
flutter boundary with no perturbation in wing densities. The two other sets of data represent 
the predicted flutter boundary with a perturbed density variation including mode shape 
variation and excluding mode shape variation. 
It is observed that when uncertainty in the structural mode shape is not accounted for 
the predicted flutter boundary is significantly different than when the uncertainty in mode 
shape is included. Development of a complete structural uncertainty model, including 
structural mode shape uncertainty as well as structural mode frequency uncertainty, to predict 
robust flutter boundaries, is the main goal and motivation. Applicability of this method is 
demonstrated with the use of a fictitious fixed cantilever wing. 
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1.2 Thesis Organization 
A brief overview of the robust stability analysis utilized in this work is described in 
Chapter 2. Basic principles in robust stability theory, namely the small gain theorem and the 
structured singular value, are defined to lay groundwork for robust stability analysis. 
The model formulation begins with Chapter 3. In this chapter the wing structural 
model is derived beginning with the single element model and the resulting finite element 
model constructed for the entire fixed cantilever wing. The unforced structural dynamic 
model is utilized to obtain natural mode shapes and frequencies for the wing. 
Chapter 4 outlines the unsteady aerodynamic model. The unsteady doublet lattice 
method based on Mach number and reduced frequency is defined. The total forces acting on 
the wing, which are entirely due to the aerodynamics, are defined. 
With the structural model and the aerodynamic model in place the complete coupled 
model is constructed in Chapter 5. Included in this chapter is the application of the air density 
approximation that fits atmospheric density to a function of freestream velocity for a specific 
4 
Mach number. The unsteady aerodynamic rational function approximation is also defined. 
The state space framework for the nominal model including both the structural and 
aerodynamic components is now assembled completely. The nominal flutter point is 
determined using this state-space model and compared to the classical v-g method for flutter 
prediction. 
The application of the allowable velocity variation begins with Chapter 6. In this 
chapter the freestream velocity is represented by a nominal value plus an allowable variation 
to that velocity. The complete M-~ model is constructed so that robust stability analysis can 
be applied. The nominal flutter boundary is calculated using this variation model and 
compared to results using the classical v-g method [4] to ensure accuracy. 
In Chapter 7 the uncertainty in structural parameters is applied in addition to the 
variation in the freestream velocity. The corresponding M-~ model is constructed with all 
uncertainty now in place. Robust stability, namely µ analysis, is applied to this model to 
determine robust flutter boundaries that account for uncertainties in the wing structural 
properties. 
Chapter 8 contains the conclusion and problem discussion. The problem overview is 
related and areas of concern are expressed. 
5 
CHAPTER 2. ROBUST STABILITY 
The following definitions in this chapter pertaining to signals and systems represent 
an underlying theory on modern robust control. They are directly extracted from a number of 
textbooks on this topic [9], [12], [16], [17], [18]. 
2.1 Preliminary Definitions 
A signal can be defined as a Lebesgue measurable function that maps the space of 
real numbers to a vector space over the field of real numbers. This space of signals is defined 
in Equation (2.1 ). 
(2.1) 
Energy of a signal, also referred to as the time-domain 2-norm, defines the size of a 
signal. This norm is defined in Equation (2.2). 
(2.2) 
Finite energy signals are commonly referred to as square integrable since the integral 
over all time of the square of the signal is finite. The space that defines these finite signals is 
referred to as the infinite horizon Lebesgue 2-space. Equation (2.3) defines this space. 
L.i(--00,00) = {x(t): XE S,l!x(t)li2 < oo} (2.3) 
Stability analysis usually requires the use of frequency domain signals which do not 
fall into the set S defined in Equation (2.1 ). A new set is defined for frequency domain 
signals in Equation (2.4). 
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(2.4) 
A 2-norm measure of energy is also defined for this complex space in Equation (2.5). 
(2.5) 
A frequency domain Lebesgue 2-space, which is the space of all finite energy 
frequency domain signals, is defined in Equation (2.6). 
(2.6) 
The spaces defined by Equations (2.3) and (2.6) have equivalent algebraic properties, 
thus the notation is not distinguished between the time and frequency domains. This 
equivalence can be proven by Parseval's identity [12]. 
An important subspace of the L2 space defined in Equation (2.6) is the Hardy space 
defined below. 
Jf2 = {f(s): f (s) E Lz and f (s) is analytic in Re(s) > 0} (2.7) 
The Hardy space by definition contains the complex-variable functions which are 
analytic in the open right half of the complex plane that have a finite 2-norm. This subspace 
is isomorphic to £ 2[0,oo) through the Laplace transform. This space is thus a frequency 
domain representation of all finite-energy time-domain signals that are identically zero for all 
time less than zero. 
Systems of importance to this thesis work are linear, time-invariant operators that 
map input signals to output signals. Because of linearity these systems can be cast into a state 
space realization. The state space realization representing the system can also be represented 
by a transfer function matrix due to the fact that it is time-invariant and linear. Linear time-
invariant systems can be denoted as L Tl. 
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System stability is ensured if the system maps finite energy input signals to finite 
energy output signals (i.e. both the input and the output signals belong to the space defined in 
Equation (2.3)). Linearity and time invariance ensure that the associated system transfer 
function matrix belong to the space defined by Equation (2.6). 
Signal gain can be defined by a ratio of input to output norms. Utilizing the 2-norm 
defined in Equations (2.2) and (2.5) this ratio is defined as follows. 
(2.8) 
The input signal is represented by u while the resulting output signal is represented by 
y. The quantity P in the above equation represents the system transfer function matrix 
operator mapping u toy. 
It is clear that the gain defined in Equation (2.8) will be finite if the system is stable. 
Stability can also be ensured by analyzing a condition on only the operator P which is 
equivalent to the above condition of the ratio of the 2-norms. The induced norm is this 
condition. It results from consideration of signal norms associated with input and output of 
the operator. This induced norm on operators in the £ 2 space is defined in Equation (2.9). 
llPIL, = supa(P(Jw)) 
Ill 
(2.9) 
This norm is referred to as the Jfoo-norm (ii is the maximum singular value). The 
space of all such operators with a finite Jf""-norm is represented by Loo. 
Loo = { P : llPIL < 00} (2.10) 
Transfer functions of L TI systems are stable if and only if the input and output signals 
belong to JG. (Equation (2.7)). These transfer function matrices can be shown to be analytic 
in the open right-half complex plane with a finite Jfoo-norm. The space J{"" (a subspace of Loo) 
defines these operators. 
Jf00 = {P: Pis analytic inRe(s) > Oand!IPIL < oo} (2.11) 
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It is now clear that all stable transfer function matrices representing a stable L TI 
system will belong to the space Jfoo defined in Equation (2.11 ). 
2.2 System Interconnectivity and Stability 
Stable systems belonging to the J{oo space can be interconnected in a number of ways. 
Interconnection can be in series, parallel and feedback configurations (Figure 2.1). More 
complex interconnections may exist, from which these three basic interconnections serve as a 
basis. The stability of the system as a whole depends on this interconnection and the stability 
of the individual systems. 
series interconnection parallel interconnection feedback interconnection 
Figure 2.1 : Interconnected system types 
A common framework that is suitable for robust stability analysis with multi-input 
multi-output systems is the Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT). Represent a linear 
operator (i.e. plant dynamics) by partitioning it into four sections (Equation (2.12)). This 
partitioning is dependant on the input and output vectors to and from the system. 
(2.12) 
The upper loop of P above is closed in feedback with the operator ~ where ~ is a 
separate linear operator (Figure 2.2). The upper linear fractional transformation is defined as 
the interconnection with the upper loop closed with ~-
9 
Pi1 Pi2 
u --- P21 P22 1---• y 
~---~ 
Figure 2.2 Upper linear fractional transformation 
The LFT interconnection is displayed in Equation (2.13) where y = F" (P, A)u. 
(2.13) 
A similar LFT analogous to the above definition can be derived with the bottom loop 
of P closed with A. This LFT is referred to as the lower linear fractional transformation. The 
definition is left out here but can be found in any text on modem robust stability theory [16], 
[17], [18]. 
2.3 The Small Gain Theorem 
Robust stability deals with the stability of the interconnections of stable operators. 
The Small Gain Theorem serves as a basis for the determination of stability of the 
interconnections of stable operators. 
The small gain theorem states that a closed-loop feedback system of stable operators 
is internally stable if the loop gain of those operators is stable and bounded by unity (Figure 
2.3) [10]. 
u y 
P,A.:£2~£2 
P,AEJftn 
Figure 2.3 Block diagram of the small gain theorem 
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In the above figure the operators P and /1 are stable transfer function operators. The 
closed loop system is well-posed and internally stable if llPLilioo < 1 . This condition also 
ensures that a unique output, y E £ 2 will exist for any input, u E £2. 
By direct use of the small gain theorem and properties of the norm it can be shown 
that the interconnection is robustly stable if Equation (2.14) below is satisfied. 
(2.14) 
2.4 Uncertainty Modeling 
Robust stability is analyzed with respect to a set of perturbations. The stability of the 
interconnection involves a known nominal plant and unknown bounded perturbations to that 
plant. 
Figure 2.3 represents a feedback interconnection of stable operators. Without loss of 
generality, the known nominal plant dynamics can be represented by P and the unknown 
perturbations to that plant can be represented by 11. The true plant is assumed to be a known 
nominal plant value with perturbations that represent the plant's uncertainty. The small gain 
theorem can be used to analyze the stability of the interconnection since the operators are 
stable and bounded by unity. 
Although the small gain theorem guarantees stability of the system it is overly 
restrictive since the structure of the uncertainty is not defined. 
The /1 block (Figure 2.3) representing the perturbations to the nominal plant has a 
known structure. It generally has a block diagonal structure consisting of full block 
uncertainty and repeated scalar block uncertainty. These uncertainty block structures are 
described by the following two equations. 
A full = { 11: /1 E cnxm 11111ij II < r E JR:, 'ef i E [1, n ], 'efj E [l, m]} (2.15) 
A,s = { 11: /1 E cnxn 11111;; II < r E JR:, 'ef i = [l, n] I 11ij = 0, 'ef i -::/= j} (2.16) 
11 
Equation (2.15) defines the set of all full block uncertainty elements and Equation 
(2.16) defines the set of all repeated scalar block uncertainty elements. The A block belongs 
to the set which is a block diagonal structure composed of full and repeated scalar blocks 
(Equation (2.17)). 
A= {A= diag{ A~,1' ... , A~,m, A~,1' ... , A~,n, Afu/l,i'" •• , A fu/l,p }} 
: A~,i E Re(A,s ), A~,i E A,5 , A full,i EA full 
(2.17) 
Superscripts ~ and C on the repeated scalar blocks represent real and complex 
respectively. They are separated for clarity. 
Full block uncertainty typically measures complex uncertainty. These blocks model 
magnitude and phase so they are useful in modeling signal variations. Repeated scalar block 
uncertainty is typically used to measure parametric uncertainty in physical parameters in the 
equations of motion of a physical system. These blocks are typically real and constant and 
are the basis for uncertainty in the thesis work presented here. 
Given this knowledge of the uncertainty structure a less conservative measure of the 
robust stability of the system, which is based on the small gain theorem, can be formulated. 
2.5 µ: The Structured Singular Value 
Referring to the framework in Figure 2.3 the plant, PEJ{oo represents the stable 
aeroelastic wing dynamics. The uncertainty in physical parameters in the nominal plant P is 
represented by AEA. The stability of the interconnection can be analyzed using the small 
gain theorem presented on page 9. While stability is guaranteed by this condition it may be 
overly conservative. Since knowledge of the uncertainty structure is known a less 
conservative measure of robustness can be used which is referred to as µ: the structured 
singular value (Equation (2.18) ). 
µ(P) =----1 ___ _ 
TJ~ {a=(A): det(J-PA) = O} (2.18) 
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This is an exact measure of robust stability for any system with a known structured 
uncertainty since it only considers uncertainty of the form defined by A. Given the system in 
Figure 2.3, the plant P is robustly stable with respect to the set A if and only if Equation 
(2.19) is satisfied. 
1 
µ( P) < llAIL, (2.19) 
It is evident that µ (Equation (2.19)) is equivalent to the small gain theorem (Equation 
(2.14)) ifthe uncertainty is unstructured. The problem withµ is the fact that it is difficult to 
compute. Closed form solutions exist for only a small number of uncertainty structures. 
Upper and lower bounds are used to compute worst and best case µvalues for generalized 
uncertainty structures. 
It is necessary to utilize the upper bound on µ as a basis for analyzing the smallest A 
matrix that drives the plant, P, unstable since the upper bound represents the worst case. The 
lower bound, if used, may produce a A matrix that drives the plant unstable. The maximum 
possible upper bound is the maximum singular value of the plant (Equation (2.20)). 
(2.20) 
This is obvious from Equation (2.18) as it represents µ calculated if the uncertainty 
has no structure. Since the uncertainty structure is known a less conservative upper bound 
can be used. Properties of the maximum singular value [9] demonstrate that the singular 
value of a scaled matrix is less than or equal to the singular value of the unscaled matrix. 
With this fact in place the upper bound is improved (Equation (2.21)). 
(2.21) 
The set in which the scaling matrix D belongs to is dependant on the structure of the 
uncertainty operator. Table 2.1 summarizes possible sets for the <D space based on the 
uncertainty structure [ 16]. 
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Table 2.1: Scaling matrix structures corresponding to uncertainty structures 
A Structure CD Structure 
A= 81(8 EC) CD = { D : D E cnxn} 
AE cnxn CD = { drxn : d E C} 
A=[~' 0 J A e c~" A e cm"" A , i , 2 
2 
q) = {[ d,:"'" O l d,, d, e IC} d2Jmxm 
A=diag{A1,t52rxm, 03 ,04 } CD= { diag(d/nxn ,D2,d3,d4): dpd3,d4 E C,D2 E cmxm} 
A1 E cnxn' 82,83,84E c 
It is recognized that the structure for the space CD is opposite to the structure for A. 
Opposite in this case refers to fully populated versus scalar diagonal blocks [16]. 
Obtaining D, the scaling matrix, becomes an optimization problem to find the best 
allowable D value for which Equation (2.21) will be minimal. Several textbooks on modem 
robust stability theory give further insight into the optimization process [9], [16], [17], [18]. 
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CHAPTER 3. WING STRUCTURAL MODEL 
In order to perform structural analysis, importantly modal analysis, a model must be 
constructed. A finite element model was constructed to represent the fixed cantilever wing 
structure. The wing is entirely composed on a constant plane with thirty-six plate elements 
(Figure 3.1). The first row of plates, being fixed at the root, form a cantilevered structure. 
This model was utilized to determine natural mode shapes and frequencies. 
50 
40 
30 
10 
0 
-10 
freestream 
flow direction 
50 60 70 
Wing Planform view 
fixed nodes along root (cantilever) 
80 90 
X, ft. 
100 110 120 130 
Figure 3.1 Fictitious fixed cantilevered wing structural coordinates 
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3.1 The Plate Element Model 
Since the wing used in the robust flutter analysis lies on a constant plane with a 
constant thickness the structural model is entirely composed of quadrilateral plate elements. 
The figure below depicts a two-dimensional quadrilateral plate with constant thickness and 
four nodes. The degrees of freedom consist of three translations (Tx,Ty,Tz) and three rotations 
(Rx,Ry,Rz) at each node for a total of twenty-four degrees of freedom per element [14]. 
Figure 3.2 Quadrilateral plate element with constant thickness 
The local element coordinate system and the global coordinate system are both 
composed on the same x-y plane. In order for the entire model to be constructed each element 
must be expressed in terms of the global coordinate system. Figure 3.3 illustrates the 
coordinate systems. 
t ~plate element 
'L:l-.x1 
z1 * Za and z1 are both pointing out of the 
plane of the paper. 
--------•Xa 
Za 
Figure 3.3: Structural local and global coordinate systems 
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For the purposes presented here it was conclusive that the translations in the x1 and y1 
directions would be small in comparison to translations in the z1 direction. This also held true 
for rotations in the z1 direction being much smaller than those in the x 1 and y 1 directions. 
These small degrees of freedom were neglected. This simplification will only allow wing 
bending and twisting out of the plane of the wing structure. By fixing these degrees of 
freedom at each node a reduced model, with only twelve degrees of freedom per element is 
produced. 
The individual stiffness and mass matrices for each plate are dependant on both 
material properties and geometry (i.e. where the nodes are located). The material properties, 
being constant, can be factored out of the elemental matrices. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) 
display the mass and stiffness matrices respectively with the material properties factored out. 
M Plate = pfM~late (3.1) 
K = Et3 K* 
Plate 12{l - V )2 Plate (3.2) 
K* Plate and M* Plate are matrices that are simply functions of geometry where the 
material properties have been factored out.pis the plate density, tis the plate thickness; Eis 
the modulus of elasticity for the plate and vis Poisson's ratio. 
The material properties together form two constants, one for the stiffness matrix and 
one for the mass matrix. These can be referred to the as the equivalent modulus of elasticity 
and the equivalent modulus of density respectively (Equations (3.3) and (3.4)). 
E* = Et3 
12(1-v)2 
r· =pt 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
This model for a quadrilateral plate with constant thickness with 24 degrees of 
freedom was taken directly from Przemieniecki [14]. The out of plane motion simplification, 
limiting the degrees of freedom, was applied directly to this model. 
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3.2 Core Mass and Stiffness Matrices 
The entire wing stiffness and mass matrices can be constructed geometrically with the 
material properties factored out. In order to geometrically construct the core matrices the 
individual plate mass and stiffness matrices must be represented in a global coordinate 
system. 
Consider a vector of translations of local element coordinates represented by hnate,i· 
These translations must be represented in global coordinates, h * Wing,i· A coordinate 
transformation matrix mapping local element coordinates to global coordinates is represented 
below. 
(3.5) 
The coordinate transformation matrix, A;, will be unique for each element. If all local 
mass and stiffness matrices are represented in the global coordinate system the entire core 
matrices can be geometrically constructed. This construction is done with a sum (Equations 
(3.6) and (3.7)). 
plates 
MWing = L r;A;M~late,iAiT (3.6) 
i;] 
(3.7) 
A matrix can also be constructed that accounts for fixed nodes. If certain nodes in a 
model are to be held fixed (i.e. for a cantilevered structure) the core matrix size can be 
reduced. Consider a vector of global translations identical to h *Wing except it is smaller in 
dimension due to the fact that some global translations are fixed to zero. This translation 
vector is represented as hw;ng· The equation below displays the transformation matrix that 
accounts for the fixed translations and reduces the dimension of the translation vector. 
hWing,i = Bh~ing,i (3.8) 
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With this transformation in place the core matrices can be reduced further (Equations 
(3.9) and (3.10)). 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
The entire core mass and stiffuess matrices for the structure have now been 
constructed. The material property and geometric aspects have been conveniently separated 
so that variances in material properties can be applied. 
3.3 Calculation of Structural Mode Shapes and Frequencies 
From finite element theory we have the governing equation of unforced motion for 
the wing with given mass and stiffuess matrices (Equation (3.11)). 
(3.11) 
Note that structural damping is not accounted for. The displacement vector, h, is 
organized as follows. 
(3.12) 
The quantities { Tz}, {Rx} and {Ry} represent vectors of each nodal z translation, nodal 
x rotation and nodal y rotation respectively. These values are in global wing coordinates. The 
vector h is thus three times the number of nodes in the entire structure. 
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Assuming simple harmonic motion with no damping h takes on the following form 
(Equation (3 .13)). 
h -h e;m1 
- 0 (3.13) 
Applying Equation (3.13) to Equation (3.11) the equation of motion becomes an 
eigenvalue problem (Equation (3.14)). 
(3.14) 
The eigenvalues, A;, are the square of the structural modal frequencies and the 
eigenvectors, h;, depict the structural mode shapes (Equations (3.15) and (3.16)). 
(3 .15) 
h = I {~'} ~n ; (3.16) 
3.4 Application of Structural Modal Analysis to the Fixed Cantilevered Wing 
The fixed cantilevered wing depicted in Figure 3.1 consists of 36 quadrilateral plate 
elements. The first five nodes along the root chord are fixed forming a cantilevered structure. 
Each plate representing the wing structure has the material properties given in Table 3 .1. 
Table 3.1: Material properties of the plate element 
Thickness, t 3 in. 
Elastic modulus, E l.0616E8 lbs/sq. ft. 
Poisson's ratio, v 0.22 
Density, p 34.56 slugs/cu. ft. 
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The values in the above table were chosen so that the wing would flutter at a 
reasonable altitude. Subsequent analysis beyond this chapter describes obtaining the flutter 
point. Page 31 of Chapter 5 describes this requirement in more detail. 
The eigenvalue problem (Equation (3.14)) was computationally solved and the 
structural mode shapes and structural mode frequencies were generated. Figure 3.4 through 
Figure 3.6 visually display the first three modes. The z modal translations are plotted versus 
the x and y coordinate positions. 
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Figure 3.4 First structural mode shape 
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Mode Shape Number 2 of Wing (frequency= 7.2626 Hzl 
Figure 3.5 Second structural mode shape 
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The unforced structural dynamics have been formulated. Natural mode shapes and 
frequencies are now calculated. Material properties have been conveniently factored out of 
the elemental mass and stiffness matrices so that parametric uncertainty in structural 
properties can be applied with ease. The unsteady aerodynamics, which takes on a forcing 
term in the equation of motion, must be applied so that aeroelastic stability analysis, namely 
flutter analysis, can be carried out. 
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CHAPTER 4. APPLICATION OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS 
The equation of motion representing the unforced structural dynamics represented in 
Equation (3 .11) must be expanded to account for forces resulting from aerodynamics while 
the wing is in a freestream flow. 
The aerodynamic forces are coupled with the structural dynamics. This is represented 
by the fact that the forcing function is a function of the mode shapes and their derivatives. 
4.1 Unsteady Potential Flow and the Boundary Conditions 
For this problem potential flow is used to determine the wing aerodynamics in 
freestream flight. Assuming small perturbations a two dimensional unsteady potential is 
governed by Equation (4.1) [4]. 
(4.1) 
<I> is the flow potential and <l>ab is the partial derivative of the potential with respect to 
a and again with respect to b. Mw is the freestream Mach number and is included in the 
equation to account for the compressibility correction. The latter two partial derivatives in 
this equation constitute the unsteady motion as they account for time. 
The boundary condition upon which this potential is driven is the local downwash at 
each aerodynamic control point (Equation (4.2)). 
w=U 8f +af 
""ax at (4.2) 
In the above equation Uoo is the freestream velocity and f is the function of the wing 
aerodynamic surface. 
Since the body is assumed to be undergoing simple harmonic motion, the 
aerodynamic potential can also be assumed to be following this motion. The equations 
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governing the motion of the body and the potential are displayed below respectively 
following this assumption. 
f = fo(x,y)eJmt, fo(x,y) E JR. (4.3) 
(4.4) 
The frequency for both the body and the aerodynamic potential is the same; however 
the amplitude and phase angle can be different. Difference in phase angle is attributed to <1>0 
being complex valued. Applying the simple harmonic assumption to the downwash 
(Equation (4.2)) produces the following. 
(4.5) 
Normalizing to the freestream velocity Uro and characteristic length (chord) can 
further reduce a non-dimensional form of the downwash represented by 
- 8f .wcf-
w=-+ 1-
ox u"' 
(4.6) 
where f = f I c and x = x I c . 
The non-dimensional reduced frequency is defined by Equation (4.7). 
(4.7) 
Applying this definition fork, the downwash will take on the form in Equation ( 4.8). 
_ af .kf-
w=-+ 1 
ox 
(4.8) 
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4.2 Formulation of the Aerodynamic Forcing Function 
A non-dimensional normal force on each panel is described by the pressure 
coefficient. The pressure coefficient is a value that, when multiplied by the freestream 
dynamic pressure and the panel area the aerodynamic force acting on the panel is produced. 
A vector of the pressure coefficients for each panel is defined by, 
cP = [AIC(k,Mach)]w (4.9) 
where the Aerodynamic Influence Coefficient matrix (AIC) is obtained from an independent 
unsteady potential flow solution known as the unsteady doublet lattice method [5]. The 
quantity w is a vector of the downwash velocities for each panel. The matrix, AIC, is a 
function of the freestream Mach number and the characteristic frequency k (Equation (4.7)). 
This matrix is obtained utilizing aerodynamic node points that differ from structural node 
points. Figure 4.1 displays the location of these aerodynamic node points. 
Aerodynamic Panels 
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30 flow 
direction 
= 20 ~ 
10 -----
/ 
0 ~/ /~ 
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-20~-~--~-~-~--~-~-~~-~-~-~ 
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 
X, ft. 
Figure 4.1: Aerodynamic node points and panels for the fixed cantilevered wing 
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With this in place the force on each aerodynamic panel can be solved (Equation 
(4.10)). 
(4.10) 
The quantity cp,; is the pressure coefficient taken at a control point on the panel. A 
vector of all the aerodynamic forces for each panel is defined in Equation ( 4.11 ). 
( 4.11) 
Sv;ag is a diagonal matrix of each panel characteristic area. 
The quantity in Equation ( 4.11) is a vector of the aerodynamic forces acting on each 
of the aerodynamic panels. These are the only forces acting on the wing since no other 
external forces are accounted for. 
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CHAPTER 5. COMPLETE AEROELASTIC WING MODEL 
Now that the structural and aerodynamic facets to the aeroelastic system have been 
established the coupled model must be formulated. The equation of motion representing the 
forced system is given below. 
(5.1) 
Since aerodynamic computations are done in a different coordinate system than the 
structural computations a transformation between systems must be established. Once applied, 
the aerodynamic system can be represented in the structural domain so that it can be applied 
to the governing equation of motion. The entire system is also converted into a modal domain 
with a set number of modes for simplification. Once established, this entire aeroelastic 
dynamical system is cast into a state space formulation. 
5.1 Coordinate Transformation Between Structural and Aerodynamic Systems 
The aerodynamic panels and control points and structural panels and nodes are most 
often in different configurations. Figure 5 .1 displays the two coordinate systems for the fixed 
cantilevered wing. 
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of aerodynamic and structural nodal coordinates 
In order to solve the governing equation (Equation (5.1)) there must be a means to 
transform between these coordinate systems. The transformation matrix from the structural 
coordinate system to the aerodynamic coordinate system is as follows. 
(5.2) 
This transformation is derived by equivalent energy methods which can be shown in 
Reference [14). Transformation from the aerodynamic system to the structural system is the 
transpose of Tas (Equation (5.3)). 
T =Tr 
sa as (5.3) 
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The derivative or local slope in the aerodynamic system can be expressed as a 
function of the structural nodal coordinates. The matrix performing this derivative 
transformation is displayed as follows. 
(5.4) 
It can be shown that equivalent energy methods lead to the derivation of this 
transformation matrix as well [14]. 
5.2 Representation of the Aeroelastic Equation of Motion in the Modal Domain 
The shape of the body at any given time can be approximated as a linear combination 
of the natural mode shapes multiplied by a scale factor (Galerkin method) (Equation (5.5)). 
N 
h = Lh/1;(t) = [h, 
i=l (5.5) 
=H11 
H is simply a matrix of column vectors constituting the mode shapes used for analysis 
and TJ is a column vector of all of the unknown scale factors. Not all of the mode shapes must 
be used in the H matrix. It is often the case that higher modes are oi;i a much lower order of 
magnitude and can be neglected without significantly affecting the value of h. Applying 
Equation (5.5), the governing differential equation of motion (5.1) can now be written as 
follows. 
MwingHij + KWingH1J = FAero,S 
Mij + K1J = HTFAero S 
(5.6) 
HTF can be defined as the energy effectiveness to drive a specific mode. The 
values M and K are obtained by pre-multiplying the equation by Hr . They are referred to as 
the modal mass and stiffness matrices and are defined in Equations (5.7) and (5.8). 
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(5.7) 
K=HTK H 
Wing (5.8) 
The equation of motion is now in the modal domain. 
5.3 Aerodynamic Force Coefficient Matrix 
Following the coordinate transformations detailed m Section 5.1 the downwash 
(Equation (4.8)) can be expressed in the structural system. 
ac . 
w =-+ 1kf ox 
= TXash + jk b Tash 
c 
This can be represented in the modal domain by applying Equation (5.5). 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Recall the aerodynamic force from Equation (4.11). Although valid, this force is not 
represented in the structural domain. Equation ( 5 .11) displays this force vector represented in 
the structural coordinate system so that it can be applied to governing equation of motion 
(Equation (5.1 )). 
F =T F Aero,S sa Aero,A (5.11) 
Applying the definition for the pressure coefficient (Equation ( 4.9)) and the 
downwash from Equation (5.10) this force becomes the following. 
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(5.12) 
The right hand side of the governing equation of motion (Equation (5.6)) constituting 
the aerodynamic influence is HrFAero,s. A new quantity constituting the aerodynamic forces 
is defined in Equation (5.13). 
(5.13) 
This quantity is defined as the force coefficient matrix. With this in place the 
governing equation of motion now takes on the form in Equation (5.14). 
M1] + K.11 = Q11 
= ~ pU,:HTTsa [ SDiag ][AJC(k,Mach)][ Txas +: Tas ]Ht} (5.14) 
All the necessary elements are now in place to perform flutter prediction. A number 
of methods can be used. An iterative method known as the v-g method is used that varies the 
dynamic pressure and Mach number until a matched solution is obtained [4]. The Mach 
number and the air density affect the freestream velocity, which in turn affects the 
characteristic frequency k. All of these parameters must match at a determined instability and 
since the AIC calculations are done independently of the modal analysis the process is 
iterative. The v-g method was modified slightly for this problem. APPENDIX A on page 79 
outlines this modified method. 
The unforced structural modal analysis is applied initially to obtain the H matrix. The 
wing properties used in determination of these mode shapes (Table 3.1) were chosen so that 
when the flutter prediction was performed the wing would encounter instability at a 
reasonable altitude. A reasonable altitude is required for the accuracy of the atmospheric 
density approximation (Section 5 .5). 
In order to perform stability analysis on the wing it is required to cast the equation of 
motion into a state-space framework. In order for this to be carried out the aerodynamics, 
which is not real-rational, must be approximated as such with a rational function 
approximation (RF A). 
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5.4 Unsteady Aerodynamic Rational Function Approximation and State-Space 
Representation 
A state-space approximation for the aerodynamic influence matrix must be obtained 
in order to formulate a complete state-space model. A complete state-space model 
representing the aeroelastic equation of motion is required for the subsequent robust stability 
analysis to be implemented. 
Since mode shape uncertainty is being considered, it is desired to remove the mode 
shape dependence from the aerodynamic influence matrix Q. A new quantity, AJC* is 
introduced which is not a function of the mode shapes. 
(5.16)). 
[AICf = Tsa [ SDiag ][AIC(k,Mach)][ Txas + 1: Tas] (5.15) 
Q from Equation (5.13) can now be rewritten in terms of this new quantity (Equation 
Q = _!_ pU;Hr ( A!Cf Hri 
2 
(5.16) 
Note that the matrix Ale* contains all the dependence on the characteristic frequency 
k and the Mach number and is not real-rational in k. A state space realization cannot be 
formulated if this is not real-rational so an approximation must be implemented. A rational 
function approximation (RFA), originally developed by Roger [15] is used to approximate 
this matrix as a function of k so that a state space realization can be formulated. Other recent 
modifications have been made to this method for rational function approximation [8]. 
(5.18). 
Introduce a new quantity p (Equation (5.17)). 
SC 
p=-
U,,, 
(5.17) 
Note that when s = jw, p = jk. The RF A, in terms of p, is defined in Equation 
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[Alef (p):: R 0 + pR1 + p 2R 2 +LT(p)R (5.18) 
The matrix T(p) is represented by, 
T(p) = p(pl +Af1 (5.19) 
where A is a diagonal matrix of the aerodynamic lag states given by, 
A=[~ ·. J (5.20) 
The real valued coefficient matrices, Ro, Ri, R2, L, and R are found using a least 
squares method fitting to the exact Ale* values for a range of k values. The amount and value 
of the aerodynamic lag states in A are independent quantities supplied prior to applying the 
least squares fitting. These values were chosen so that when the approximated aerodynamic 
matrices were used the wing would encounter the flutter instability at the same velocity 
encountered by using the original, non-rational aerodynamic matrices. Constrained 
optimization methods were implemented to achieve this [13]. 
Once established, the RF A can be cast into a state space realization. Ale* represents a 
linear operator so define the output yr due to the input u from this operator (Equation (5.21)). 
Yr=[ Ale*Ju, 
u=H11 
(5.21) 
Representing L as a row of columns and R as a column of rows, 
(5.22) 
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the lag portion of Equation (5.18) can be rewritten as a sum. 
(5.23) 
Let, 
y 
= 
u (5.24) 
be the transfer function representing the lag portion of the AJC* approximation. The 
following represents the equivalent state space representation of this transfer function. 
. u A,. 
x.=-~x.+R.u 
I - I I c 
Y; =L;(-u:';.,)x;+L;R;u 
c 
(5.25) 
This is simply a state space representation of each state in the sum. If a state vector is 
formed for all of the states with this equivalent transfer function the following is produced, 
i=-ll_"' Ax+ Ru 
c 
u 
y=- _"' LAx+LRu 
c 
y, ~R,u+(nR,u+(iJ R,U+y 
(5.26) 
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The aerodynamics are now in a state-space realization. This realization is still 
dependant on the Mach number, therefore the real valued coefficient matrices Ro, R1, R2, L, 
and R will have different values for different Mach numbers. 
5.5 Approximation of the Atmospheric Density as a Function of Freestream Velocity 
The atmospheric density is dependant on the Mach number and the freestream 
velocity by the standard atmosphere1. In order to guarantee that this density is correct when 
the flutter analysis is performed the standard atmosphere must be utilized since the Mach 
number is fixed. A simplification of the equations in the standard atmosphere is desired so 
that the velocity is polynomial dependant. 
A function for p is introduced which is a function of the freestream velocity. This 
function, which approximates the air density, is dependant on the Mach number. It has been 
shown that a third order polynomial fit works very well for density values below the 
stratosphere [ 11]. 
(5.27) 
The coefficients po, p1, p2, and p3 result from the polynomial fit. These values are 
dependant on the Mach number so different coefficients will result from different Mach 
numbers. 
5.6 Nominal State-Space Model for the Fixed Cantilevered Wing 
With the input u defined in Equation ( 5 .21) and the aerodynamic state space 
realization defined in Equation ( 5 .26) the equation of motion (Equation ( 5 .14)) is linearized. 
1 Since M = V/a and a= (yRT)112 • Tis dependant on altitude, which in turn defines the value for p. 
:M;i + :Kri = ! pu;Hr [ A1cf Hri 
2 
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=_!_pU2Hry 
2 ., T (5.28) 
~ ~ pU~H' ( R.Hq + ( iJR,m1 + ( iJ R,mj- ~- LAx + LRHq J 
Multiplying the entire equation by the inverse of the modal mass matrix, M and 
solving for ij produces, 
where, 
and, 
;j~~pU~[M4Tr'M-'H' {(LRH+R0H)q+( 2~_)R,HiJ- 2~· LAx} 
-[MArr 0 211 
J 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
The matrix in Equation ( 5 .31) is a matrix of the n modal frequencies where n defines 
the number of retained mode shapes making up the H matrix. 
Recall the aerodynamic lag state (x) representation in Equation (5.26) and the input 
defined in Equation (5.21). This state equation is coupled with the aeroelastic representation 
in Equation (5.29). Forming a state vector including all the necessary states produces 
Equation (5.32). 
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(5.32) 
The state equations can be rewritten. 
(5.33) 
The matrix, ANoM is derived to produce the following in Equation (5.34). 
0 I 0 
------------------- -
~ pU2;,, (M4Tr' • 
(5.34) 
_21 pcU., [M4Tr'· _p2Uc_! [M4Tr'· M:-1Hr (LR+ R0 ) H 
-(M4Tr' 0 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
RH 0 _ U., A 
c 
With the density approximation from Section 5.5 applied to this nominal state matrix 
it is evident that Equation (5.34) is only dependant on the freestream velocity, Uoo for a 
specific given Mach number. The Mach number will determine all the constant coefficient 
matrices R0, R1, R2, L, R, A and the density approximation coefficients po, p 1, p2, and p 3. 
The stability of this matrix is determined by observing the poles as the freestream velocity is 
varied. 
5. 7 Nominal Flutter Point Results 
The flutter point was calculated using the nominal matrix in Equation (5.34). The 
poles of this matrix were observed as the velocity, Uoo, was increased up from zero. When 
instability is reached (i.e. poles take on positive real values) this point, which corresponds to 
the flutter point, is noted. These instability points were compared to the flutter points 
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obtained using the classical v-g method for flutter prediction. Comparison to this method 
ensures that the aerodynamic and density approximations are valid. 
The results using the modified classical v-g method (APPENDIX A) are displayed in 
Table 5.1. These results correspond to Mach 0.3. 
Table 5.1: Nominal v-g Flutter Point for Mach 0.3 
This corresponds to the first instability reached as dynamic pressure is increased from 
zero. Using this instability point should correspond to the lowest velocity causing the 
instability since the dynamic pressure is directly proportional to Uc,J2• This may not be the 
case since the characteristic frequency and the fixed Mach number must also match. Finding 
a solution that corresponds to the lowest dynamic pressure, however, is the best attempt to 
obtain an instability point for a lowest velocity. 
Observing the stability of the ANoM matrix in equation (5.34) is dependant solely on 
the flutter velocity. From the locus of poles as a function of this velocity, one can obtain the 
frequency of oscillation. With this parameter and the flutter velocity all other parameters can 
be obtained. The flutter point obtained in this manner is displayed in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Nominal State Space Flutter Point for Mach 0.3 
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The locus of poles corresponding to this flutter point is displayed in Figure 5.2. 
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Note that as the velocity is increased the system goes from unstable to stable. This 
means that at velocities below the flutter velocity the wing is unstable and at the flutter 
velocity the wing becomes stable. This abnormal stability behavior is opposite of what is 
expected. At low velocities, close to zero, the wing will be in an unstable region. This is a 
consequence of the constant Mach number in the aerodynamics. By fixing this Mach number 
when applying the v-g method the temperature and subsequently the altitude and air density 
are allowed to vary in order to find a solution matching the dynamic pressure. At low 
velocities the temperature will be relatively low to compensate for the fixed Mach number. 
This will drive the altitude very high and the atmospheric density very low into regions that 
are unsuitable and not physically valid. This fact limits the velocity range that the complete 
state space system is valid. The system is only physically valid for a limited range of 
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freestream velocities. This was in fact an area of large difficulty when determining the wing 
material properties given in Table 3.1. An exhaustive search was required to obtain these 
values. 
Since the system is stable at velocities above the flutter velocity in Table 5.2 there is 
another point of instability above this velocity in which the system will once again become 
unstable. This point will represent another flutter point; the solution is displayed in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3: 2°d Nominal State Space Flutter Point for Mach 0.3 
If the locus of poles in Figure 5.2 is continued for increasing velocity this instability 
is observed (Figure 5.3). Note that a different pole moves into the right half plane as the wing 
becomes unstable with increasing velocity. This instability is characterized with a much 
different frequency of oscillation and subsequently a much different reduced frequency. 
Since the dynamic pressure remains on the same order of magnitude and the Mach number is 
fixed the altitude differs abruptly. This is another consequence of the aerodynamic and 
density approximations being fixed for a given Mach number. 
This flutter point has a solution at a low altitude in a region where the density 
approximation (Section 5.5) is invalid. Due to this fact, the initial flutter point with the 
solution displayed in Table 5.2 will be concentrated upon. 
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Poles of the ~OM matrix as the Velocity is varied from 325 to 365 fps. 
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Figure 5.3: Poles of ANoM versus velocity for second nominal flutter point 
0 
The flutter solution found observing the stability of the ANoM matrix did match that of 
the solution obtained using the v-g method very well. Referring to Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 it 
is noted that the flutter velocity difference is approximately 0.15 fps. Other solution 
parameters (i.e. reduced frequency and altitude) are also within reasonable error. The 
minimal error that exists can be attributed to the accuracy of the aerodynamic rational 
function approximation and rounding error. 
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF ALLOW ABLE V ARIA TI ON IN THE 
FREESTREAM VELOCITY 
The nominal model is now complete but it does not account for uncertainty contained 
in structural parameters. In order to determine the robust stability of the entire system with 
parametric uncertainty applied the uncertainty in the parameters must be added to the model. 
The uncertainty in the structural parameters will affect the structural mode shapes and 
frequencies. It has been shown that the uncertainty in these mode shapes, as well as the 
frequencies, must be accounted for to determine least conservative robust flutter boundaries 
(Figure 1.1). 
Prior to the addition of structural parameter uncertainty the allowable variation in the 
freestream velocity alone must be added to the system. With this allowable variation in place, 
a system can be formulated with a constant nominal operator, M and a variation operator, A. 
The constant nominal operator, M, is calculated using a nominal stable velocity and the 
variation operator, A, accounts for the allowable variation to that velocity. This system 
structure is required for subsequent robust analysis. A flutter point can be found using this 
structure in a different manner done using the stability of the ANoM matrix (Equation (5.34)). 
Although calculation of this flutter point is done with the M-A framework, it will not produce 
a robust flutter boundary since no uncertainty is present. It will, however, produce a nominal 
flutter point which will match that found in Table 5.2. Comparison of the M-A calculated 
flutter point to the result in Table 5.2 will ensure that the M-A formulation, using only the 
allowable variation in velocity, is valid. 
6.1 Application of Velocity Variation to the Aeroelastic Equation of Motion 
Recall Equation (5.28). If the structural dynamics and aerodynamics are separated the 
following will be produced, 
(6.1) 
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where the aerodynamics, a is defined as, 
Applying the density approximation (Section 5.5 on page 35) this becomes, 
(6.3) 
Since it is necessary to apply a small allowable variation to the freestream velocity, it 
would be advantageous to separate coefficients of like powers of U"'. The aerodynamics, a, 
can be rewritten as, 
(6.4) 
The portions of Equation (6.4) above are displayed in Equations (6.5) through (6.11). 
-2 
• c M--IHTR H"" 
QvO =-po 2 11 
2 
(6.5) 
- -2 
• c M--IHTR H. c M--IHTR H"" avl = - Po I 11 +-pl 2 11 
2 2 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
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(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
The freestream velocity is represented by a nominal velocity, V0, and an allowable 
variation to that velocity, cW(Equation (6.12)). 
(6.12) 
Applying this to the aerodynamics in Equation (6.4) and separating like powers of the 
variation (OV) produces Equation (6.13) below. 
(6.13) 
The coefficients for this equation are defined in Equations (6.14) through (6.20). 
These are in terms of the coefficients defined in Equations (6.5) through (6.11). 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
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(6.20) 
The allowable variation in the freestream velocity is now applied. Note that this 
variation is non-linear and in a polynomial form. There is a method to formulate the model 
above, with polynomial dependant uncertainty, into a structured framework so that robust 
stability analysis can be applied [6], [11]. This method involves representing matrices as a 
product of two matrices using singular value decomposition (Section 6.2). 
6.2 Left and Right Matrix Decomposition using Singular Value Decomposition 
Any matrix can be represented by a left and right matrix and a square matrix of the 
singular values by applying singular value decomposition (Equation (6.21)). 
C=~VT (6.21) 
Note that the matrix CE cpxq need not be square. The matrix of the singular values is 
represented by I:, E cnxn , which is a square diagonal matrix with the singular values on the 
diagonal. The left and right matrices are represented by U E Cpxn and yr E Cnxq 
respectively. These matrices can be further reduced to yield a left and right matrix for the 
original matrix C. 
(6.22) 
Now the matrix is represented by a product of two matrices: Le E Cpxn and 
Re E cnxq. 
6.3 General Formulation of an M-A Model with Polynomial Dependant Uncertainty 
A general first order dynamic system is represented in Equation (6.23). 
Ar=Br (6.23) 
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The system matrices, A and B, contain polynomial dependant uncertainty (Equations 
(6.24) and (6.25)). The uncertainty is represented by the parameter p. 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
Applying Equation (6.24) to the left hand side of Equation (6.23) produces Equation 
(6.26). 
Ar = ( A0 + pA1 + p2 A 2 ) r 
=Ai+ p(Ai+ pAzi") 
(6.26) 
The matrix A2 is represented below by a product of two matrices using the method 
outlined in Section 6.2. 
(6.27) 
Using this, the last term in Equation (6.26) can be rewritten. 
(6.28) 
New signals are introduced as, 
(6.29) 
and, 
(6.30) 
Applying these definitions to Equation (6.26) will produce the following equation. 
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Ar= Ai+ p(A1r+A2Lw2L) 
= Ai+ p [ A1 AZL] [ r ] 
WzL 
(6.31) 
Once again, the last term in Equation (6.31) can be rewritten using the representation 
as a product of two matrices (Equation (6.32)). 
(6.32) 
New signals are introduced as, 
(6.33) 
and, 
(6.34) 
Equation ( 6.31) is rewritten below with these signals in place. 
(6.35) 
The left hand side is now entirely decomposed into a suitable form. The right hand 
side of Equation (6.23) must be represented in the same manner by representation of matrices 
as a product of two matrices and introducing new signals. The right hand side of Equation 
(6.23), with Equation (6.25), is represented in Equation (6.36). 
(6.36) 
After decomposition this equation becomes, 
(6.37) 
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with the following defined in Equations (6.38) through (6.43). 
(6.38) 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
(6.41) 
(6.42) 
(6.43) 
Applying Equations (6.35) and (6.37) to the original first order system defined in 
Equation (6.23) and solving for r produces the following equation. 
. A-'B A-'B A-'A r = 0 or+ 0 ILWI - 0 ILwll, (6.44) 
The uncertainty, p, is now completely separated from the nominal dynamics. Define 
the following signal vectors (Equation (6.45)). 
y=[y{ 
w=[ w{ 
T 
Yz 
T 
Wz 
T 
Yu, y~~r 
T T W~LJ WIL 
With the above definitions the following equation is stated. 
w=Ay 
(6.45) 
(6.46) 
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A in the above equation is defined below. 
Ar, 0 0 
0 Ar2 
A= 
Ar IL 0 (6.47) 
0 
=pl 
The first order system, combined with the new signals, can be represented by 
Equation (6.48). 
The M matrix in the above equation is defined below. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
M = A11~A;'B,L 0 -A,RAA;' A,L A 1RB A1RAA;1B0 
A2RA;1B1L 0 -A2RA;1A 1L 0 A2RA;1B0 --A.;r:B,-L- -----o- ------=_A~'A,-L- ----_ o_ T _ --i;iiJ_o_ --
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
The dotted line in the above equation signifies the separation of the matrices M 11 , 
M12, M21 , and M22. Figure 6.1 illustrates the system interconnection. 
~ ~ 
w y 
4 M" M12 
>----
" 
" r Mz, Mzz " " 
Figure 6.1: M-!i framework for a general dynamic system with polynomial dependant uncertainty 
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The M-~ formulation with polynomial dependant uncertainty in the above figure is 
complete for a general dynamic system and is suitable for robust stability analysis. This 
straightforward method can be applied to any problem with polynomial dependant 
uncertainty of any degree [6], [11]. 
6.4 M-~ Model with Velocity Variation for the Fixed Cantilevered Wing Dynamic 
Aeroelastic System 
The entire equation of motion (Equation ( 6.1)) is rewritten with all velocity variation 
applied. The lag state equation (Equation (5.26)) with velocity variation is also included. 
ii+ n211 = atWO + a8Vl8V + a8v2<>V2 + Gw38V3 + at5V48V4 + a8V58V5 + a8V68V6 
i=-~ Ax+RH11-8V ~Ax (6.50) 
c c 
Note that the variation in the freestream velocity is represented as 6th order 
polynomial dependant for the system. The method outlined in Section 6.3 can be followed 
directly to obtain the M-~ framework for this system with the 8 V variation parameter making 
up the ~ matrix. 
Separating the top equation in (6.50) into coefficients of like states produces Equation 
(6.51). 
[···]ii=[···] 11 + [· · ·]11 + [· · ·]x (6.51) 
This equation was decomposed according to Section 6.3 above. The feedback signals 
make up the vectors displayed in Equation (6.52) (Refer to APPENDIX C for the derivation 
of these signal vectors). 
y=[yi 
T T T T T T T T T JT Y2 y3 y4 Ys y6 Y1 Y1L y2l y3l 
TJ 
(6.52) 
w-[ WT WT T T T T T T T - I 2 W3 W4 W5 w6 W7 w,L W21, W3L 
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The M matrix equation is constructed (Equation (6.53)). 
(6.53) 
The A uncertainty matrix is defined to be, 
w=Ay (6.54) 
where, 
0 
A= 
(6.55) 
0 
AVrl = 8Vlrl' AVr2 = 8Vlr2' AVr3 = 8Vlr3' AVr4 = 8Vlr4' AVr5 = 8Vlr5' 
AVr6 = 8Vlr6' AVr7L = 8Vlr7L' AVrlL = JVlrlL' AVr2L = 8Vlr2L AVr3L = 8Vlr3L 
The block diagram for the M-A framework is displayed in Figure 6.2. 
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w y 
z 1---• z 
Figure 6.2 M-A framework for uncertainty in the freestream velocity 
Taking the upper linear fractional transformation (Equation (2.13)) with this structure 
in place produces Equation (6.56). 
(6.56) 
Now that the M-A framework has been constructed µ analysis (Section 2.5) can be 
used to determine the smallest destabilizing A matrix for the system. This, in turn, will give 
the flight flutter velocity for the wing at a certain prescribed Mach number. 
The nominal velocity, Vo, used in the model formulation must be a velocity at which 
the nominal system is stable. 
For a detailed derivation of the M-A framework and definitions to the M matrix 
components refer to APPENDIX C. 
6.5 Nominal Flutter Margin Determination using the M-A Formulation with Velocity 
Variation Applied 
A simple algorithm, developed by Lind and Brenner [9], to determine the nominal 
flutter margin with this model in place is described below. 
Given the plant M at a stable nominal velocity Vo and the operator A as in Figure 6.2, 
the nominal flutter margin is determined by iteratively changing initial bounds on the A 
matrix until the difference between them is within some E > 0. The A matrix is only 
dependant on one parameter, OV so define initial bounds for this parameter: OVupper and 
OViower· With these parameters defined Algorithm 6.1 can be followed. 
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Algorithm 6.1 Calculation of the nominal flutter margin using the M-A formulation 
bV = ~ ( bV,,pper + <>v;ower ) 
A=<>VI 
while ( 8V,,pper -<>v;ower > & ) if (Fu (M, A) has an unstable pole) 
then 8Vupper = 8V 
else : <>v;ower = <>v 
V11u11.nom =Ila+ 8Vupper 
This method will determine the nominal flutter margin in a substantially small time 
and will be as accurate as analyzing the stability of the nominal matrix in Equation (5.34). 
6.6 Nominal Flutter Margin Results using the M-A Formulation with Velocity Variation 
Applied 
Using the method defined in Algorithm 6.1 the nominal flutter margm was 
determined. Recalling the fact that the wing flutter point corresponds to a decrease in flight 
velocity the algorithm was modified slightly. The validity of the M-A formulation will be 
proven by the fact that this flutter point matches that found using the stability of the ANoM 
matrix displayed in Table 5.2. The nominal flutter point determined using the M-A 
formulation is displayed in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1: Nominal flutter solution using the M-~ formulation 
Observing the poles as a function of the allowable velocity variation, 8V, produces 
Figure 6.3 below. From this figure and Table 2.1 it is conclusive that the M-A formulation is 
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accurate and within reason. By comparison of Table 5.2 and Table 6.1 it is shown that the 
solutions differ by an almost undetectable small margin, therefore verifying this method. The 
flutter point is within a very reasonable margin of error as the locus of poles in Figure 5.3 
and Figure 6.3 is identical. 
Poles of the F u<M.a) as av is varied from -17 to 13 fps, V0 = 347 
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Figure 6.3: Poles ofFu(M,~) as ~iV is varied 
6.7 Investigation of the Nominal Velocity Effect on the Flutter Solution 
The value of nominal matrix (given by M22 in Equation (6.53)) should not have an 
effect on the flutter solution determined using Algorithm 6.1 as long as this matrix is stable. 
The nominal flutter point is a characteristic of the system and the nominal dynamic matrix 
(M22) should not have an effect on this parameter. The only parameter that affects this matrix 
is the nominal velocity V0. By varying this nominal velocity for values that produce a stable 
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M22 matrix the flutter solution was found. Table 6.2 displays the flutter solution results for a 
number of Vo values. 
Table 6.2: Nominal velocity effect on the M-il flutter solution 
It is evident that the nominal velocity has no effect on the flutter solution. As long as 
the nominal velocity is a stable region the flutter solution will be unique and independent of 
the nominal velocity. 
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CHAPTER 7. APPLICATION OF PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTY IN 
THE WING STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES 
The above M-d formulation (Section 6.4) only takes into account the allowable 
variation in the freestream velocity and therefore will not produce a robust flutter margin 
since uncertainty in the model is not present. 
Model uncertainty can take on many forms; un-modeled dynamic uncertainty, 
parametric uncertainty in the aerodynamic model or parametric uncertainty in the structural 
model. It is observed that parametric uncertainty in the wing structural properties will affect 
the flutter margin substantially (Figure 1.1 ). It is also observed that uncertainty in the 
structural mode shape, as well as structural mode frequency, will play a significant role in the 
determination of the uncertainty of the flutter margin and thus must be included in the model 
formulation. There are many documented methods to apply parametric uncertainty [3]. 
7.1 Application of Structural Property Uncertainty 
The wing is composed of several quadrilateral plate elements. The structural 
properties of each plate element form two quantities: the equivalent modulus of elasticity 
(Equation (3.3)) and the equivalent modulus of density (Equation (3.4)). These quantities 
have a certain measure of uncertainty. Define any plate modulus (either elasticity or density) 
as a nominal value plus some unknown uncertainty (Equation (7.1)). 
(7.1) 
J in this equation represents any modulus for any plate. The wing structural mode 
shapes and structural mode frequencies are dependant on this J parameter. 
H =H0 +b'H 
=H + BH b'J 
o BJ 
(7.2) 
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n =no +ci"l 
=n +an 8J 
o aJ 
(7.3) 
Note that only the first order dependence is considered since the 8J parameter is 
assumed to be relatively small. Neglecting the mode shape dependence (Equation (7.2)) can 
result in a much too conservative estimate for flutter uncertainty and its inclusion is 
warranted (Figure 1.1 ). Typically this dependence is neglected. The first order eigenvector 
and eigenvalue derivatives ( aH/ aJ and an/ aJ) were calculated analytically using a method 
derived by Friswell [7]. APPENDIX B outlines this method in detail. 
Recall the separated equation of motion (Equation (6.1)). The aerodynamic portion of 
this equation is broken up into coefficients for respective degrees of power of the freestream 
velocity (Equation (6.4)). The equations representing the coefficients (Equations (6.5) 
through (6.11)) are rewritten with the J parameter uncertainty applied utilizing the quantities 
defined in Equations (7.2) and (7.3). 
(7.4) 
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a· =[c M:-'(8H)T R (8H). + C2 M:-'(8H)T R (8H)··J5J2 
vi 2 Po BJ 1 BJ 11 2 P1 BJ 2 BJ 11 
c M--1[H TR (8H). (8H)TR H ·] 2 Po o 1 BJ l)+ BJ 1 011 + 
+ 8J 
C2 M:-1 [H TR (8H) .. +(8H)T RH ··] 
2 p, 0 z 8J 11 8J z 011 
(7.5) 
.!_ M:-' (8H)T R (8H) +.!_ M:-' (8H)T LR(8H) + 
2 Po BJ o BJ 11 2 Po BJ BJ 11 
~ M:-' (8H)T R (8H). + cz M:-' (8H)r R (8H) .. 
2 p, 8J 1 8J 11 2 P2 8J z 8J 11 
1 --1[ T (8H) (8H)T l l PoM Ho Ro BJ 11+ BJ RoHo11 + 
.!_ M:-'[H rLR(8H) +(8H)T LRH ]+ 
2 Po o BJ 11 BJ 011 
+ 8J 
~ M:-1 [H TR (8H). +(8H)T RH · ]+ 
2 P1 0 1 8J 11 8J 1 011 
(7.6) 
cz M:-1 [H TR (8H) .. +(8H)T RH ··] 
2 P2 o 2 BJ 11 BJ 2 011 
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.!.. M:-1(BH)T R (BH) +.!.. M:-1(BH)T LR(BH) 
2 p 1 BJ 0 BJ 1l 2 p 1 BJ BJ 1l 
+ c M:-1 (BH)T R (BH). + c2 M:-1 (BH)T R (BH) .. 
2 p 2 BJ 1 BJ 1) 2 p 3 BJ 2 BJ 1) 
(7.7) 
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_!_ M:-1(8H)T R (8H) +_!_ M:-1(8H)T LR(8H) 
2 Pz 8J 0 8J 11 2 Pz 8J 8J l) 
+~ M_1 (8H)T R (8H). 
2 p3 8J l 8J l) 
-p1 M:-1 (8H)T LAx+_!_ M:-1 [H TR (8H) +(8H)T RH l 
2c 8J 2 P2 o o 8J 11 8J o o 11 
1 - [ (8H) (8H)T l + + l p2M-1 H/LR BJ 11 + BJ LRH0 11 
c M--1[H TR (8H). (8H)TRH ·] +2 p3 0 1 aJ l)+ aJ 1 011 
[
-p - 1 - 1 - ] 1 M-1H TLAx+-p M-1H TR H 11+-p M-1H TLRH 11 2- 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 
+ c 
c M--lH TRH. +- p3 0 1 011 
2 
a· =(_!_ M:-1 (8H)r R (8H) +_!_ M:-1 (8H)T LR(8H) Jt5J2 
vS 2 p3 8J O 8J l) 2 p 3 8J 8J l) 
a· = (-p3 M_-1 (aH)T LAxJ<5J +(-p3 M_-1H rLAx) 
v6 2c 8J 2c 0 
<SJ (7.8) 
(7.9) 
(7.10) 
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Applying the <5J uncertainty to the structural side of the equation of motion as well as 
to the aerodynamic lag state equation (Refer to Equation (6.50)) produces Equations (7.11) 
and (7.12) respectively. 
(7.11) 
i=-; Ax+RH011- ~Axb'V +R(~~)118J (7.12) 
With this new uncertainty applied to the problem the aerodynamics can be separated 
into coefficients of like powers of uncertainty (Equation (7 .13) ). 
a= 0 ovo,oJo + 0 avo,on8J + 0 avo,0128J2 + 0 av1,0108V + a,w1,0118V 8J 
+aov1 oJ28V 8J2 + aov2 oJ08V2 + aov2 oJ18V2 8J + aov2 on8V2 8J2 , ' , ' 
+aoV3,oJo8V3 + aoV3,oJJ8V3 8J + aov3,t5J28V3 8J2 + aoV4,oJo8V4 
+aov4,t5JJ8V48J + aoV4,t5J28V48J2 + aovs,0108Vs + at5vs,on8Vs 8J 
+agvs,onb'Vs 8J2 + aov6,oJo8V6 + at5V6,t5J18V6 8J + at5v6,oJ28V6 8J2 
(7.13) 
Now there are 21 coefficients of mixed powers. Ignoring the higher order <5.!2 terms 
can simplify this equation to only 14 coefficients (Equation (7.14)). 
a= 0 avo,010 + Ogvo,onb'J + Ogv1,t5.108V + aov1,on8V 8J + aov2,t5108V2 + a,w2,t5J18V2 8J 
+aov3,t5J08V3 + aoV3,t5.118V3 8J + at5V4,t5J08V4 + at5V4,t5Jl8V48J (7.14) 
+aovs,t5108V5 + 0 avs,on8V5 8J + 0 av6,oJo8V6 + 0 av6,t5J18V5 8J 
The left hand side is also rewritten with the higher ordered term ignored. 
ii+ n211 = ( 2( ~~ )11)8J +(ii +n~11) (7 .15) 
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The aerodynamic lag state equation (7.12) does not possess any higher order 8.P 
terms so it is unchanged. 
7.2 M-8 Model with Structural Parameter Uncertainty and Velocity Variation for the 
Fixed Cantilevered Wing Dynamic Aeroelastic System 
The M-8 framework was constructed for the aeroelastic system with both parametric 
uncertainty and the allowable velocity variation present. Since the 8J and the <5 V elements are 
polynomial dependant the method outlined in Section 6.3 was directly implemented. 
The state equations, with all uncertainty and variation applied, are rewritten. 
( 'ij+n~11)+( 2( ~~ )11)8J = at5VO,t5JO + at5VO,t5J18J + at5Vl,t5J08V +at5Vl,t5Jl8V 8J 
+ at5V2,t5J08V2 + at5V2,t5J18V2 8J + at5V3,t5J08V3 
+at5V3,t5Jl8V38J +at5V4,t5J08V4 +at5V4,t5Jl8V48J 
+ a,svs,,s;o8Vs + a,svs,,sn8Vs 8J + at5V6,t5Jo8V6 
+ a,sv6,5n8V6 8J 
. 2V0 2 s: (aH) x=--Ax+RH 11--AxuV +R - 118J c 0 c BJ 
(7.16) 
The top equation in (7 .16) is once again separated into coefficients of like states 
(Equation (6.51)). 
This equation was decomposed according to the method in Section 6.3. The feedback 
signals that developed during this process are displayed in Equations (7.17) and (7.18). 
[ T 
T T y= Y1 Y1 Y1L 
=[Yov] 
YoJ 
(7.17) 
w=[ w; T T W7 WIL 
=[ W 0v] 
woJ 
(7.18) 
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Note that these vectors are separated into signal vectors that pertain to structural 
property uncertainty and velocity variation. These sub-vectors are defined in Equation (7.19) 
(Refer to APPENDIX D for the derivation of these signal vectors). 
Yw =[Yi 
r 
Y1 
r 
Y1l 
r 
Y61 
T 
ylll ... r J Y31l 
Y 01 =[y~, r rJ Yo1l Ys 
Ww =[ wi r r ... W7 w,l r Jr 
(7.19) 
r r 
w6, w,,l ... W31l 
W01 =[ W~1 r WOil rJ' Wg 
Since cross terms exist (i.e. 8 V8.J) the above vectors pertaining to the velocity 
variation can be broken up further. 
YovA =[Yi 
y WB =[y[i 
[ T WovA = w, 
WwB =[ w[i 
r 
Y1 
r 
Y61 
WT 
7 
r 
w6, 
r 
Y1l r Jr y3l 
r T Jr Yul y31l 
TJ (7.20) T w,l w3l 
r 
WllL T J W31L 
The vectors YovA and WovA account for pure velocity variation (non-cross term) while 
Y<>vB and WovB account for the velocity variation involved within the cross terms. Separation 
of the vectors in this manner will allow the model to be easily transformed into the form 
where velocity variation is applied only (Section 6.4). 
The M matrix is constructed with the new signal vectors in Equation (7 .19) and the 
original state vector z. 
(7.21) 
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The matrices M1 i, M 12 and M1 1 can be further broken up following the separation of 
the y and w signal vectors. 
YovA 
YovB 
Y 01 
i; 
Mlla 0 Mllb : Ml2a 
Mlle Mild Mlle : Ml2b 
= ' 
M111 Mug M11h : M12c 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J_ - - - - -
Mz1a 0 Mz1b : Mz2 
WovA 
Wovs 
woJ 
z 
(7.22) 
The matrices M11a, M12a, M21a, and M12 are identical to M11, M12, M11, and M12 
defined in Chapter 6 where the allowable variation in the freestream velocity is applied only. 
where, 
and, 
The A uncertainty matrix can now be defined to be, 
w=Ay 
Aov = diag {A,,,··., A,7, A,IL' · · ., Ar3L' A,,,,•·., Ar61' ArllL' • · ., Ar31L} 
=<5VI,v 
AoJ =diag{ArOl'ArOIL'Ars} 
= <5JI,J 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
The corresponding block diagram for this M-A framework will be equivalent to that 
displayed in Figure 6.2 with the quantities defined from this chapter. A more detailed 
diagram, displaying the separation of the y and w signals, is displayed in Figure 7 .1 below. 
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Figure 7.1 M-A framework for uncertainty in structural parameters and variation in the freestream velocity 
Now that the M-A framework has been constructed, µ analysis (Section 2.5) can be 
used to determine robust flutter boundaries resulting from the uncertainty in certain structural 
properties. 
For a detailed derivation of the M-d framework and definitions to the M matrix 
components please refer to APPENDIX D. 
7.3 Robust Flutter Margin Determination with Structural Parameter Uncertainty and 
Velocity Variation Applied 
The model with structural parameter uncertainty, as well as allowable velocity 
variation applied is complete. Robust flutter margins due to this uncertainty can now be 
calculated. Since the uncertainty matrix A is a function of two elements, oV and oJ, 
Algorithm 6.1 on page 53 can not be applied. The method to determine robust flutter 
boundaries with these two elements will involve the calculation of the structured singular 
value,µ. 
The structured singular value requires the M-A framework to be reworked slightly. 
Recall Figure 7 .1; this framework is not in the format suitable for µ calculations and must be 
converted to the format displayed in Figure 2.3 on page 9. The block diagram in Figure 2.3 
requires that the only input and output signals are directly inputted and outputted to P and 
A. For this reason an operator P must be formulated from M so that µ calculations can be 
implemented. 
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The state vector z is related to z through an integral operation (1/s). If the output, z 
is linked in feedback to the input, z through an integral operator, these signals will be internal 
in the generated operator P. The P operator, which results from a lower linear fractional 
transformation involving Mand the integral operator, is displayed in Equation (7.26). 
(7.26) 
This operation makes the problem frequency dependant (s = jro) and resulting 
calculations involving µ must be done with this frequency dependency involved. 
Since the uncertainty structure is known, the calculation of µ can be made in a least 
conservative manner. Section 2.5 on page 11 outlines µ determination with the use of scaling 
matrices in order to minimize the upper bound. This can also be found in many textbooks on 
modern robust stability theory [16], [17], [18]. 
Recall Equation (2.19). The plant is robustly stable if and only if this equation is 
satisfied. Imposing a unity norm bound condition on~ CllAll00 <1) will simplify this equation. 
The plant will now be robustly stable if and only ifµ is less than unity (Equation (7.27)). 
µ(P) < 1 (7.27) 
This simplification is not required but it is generally done. Most documented work 
pertaining to the structured singular value accounts for this unity norm bound condition and 
resulting proofs are derived with this in place [9], [10], [12], [16], [17], [18]. Software 
packages generally use this simplification as well [2]. 
Determination of µ using Equation (7.27) with the nominal plant may not be 
sufficient since the allowable variation in the freestream velocity ( t5V) will most likely be 
greater than one. The uncertainty in the structural parameters (<SJ) may also be greater than 
one as well. The condition in (7.27) can still be utilized however by scaling the plant [9]. 
Equation (7.28) displays the scaled plant. 
- [Wv P=P 
0 ~] (7.28) 
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With Equation (7.28) in place it can be shown that the robust flutter margin velocity 
will occur at VRob = V0 + Wv when µ(P) = 1 [9]. 
Uncertainty in the structural parameters, 11&1 will still be unity norm bounded 
however. In order to account for uncertainty in these parameters of magnitude larger than one 
a scaling must be done in the plant internally. 
Equation (7 .1) displays the uncertainty application to the structural parameters. The 
unity norm bound condition on the 11&1 matrix will limit 8J in this equation to be less than 
one. If scaling is applied, allowing uncertainty in this to be greater than unity Equation (7.1) 
will become the following equation. 
(7.29) 
A unity norm bound condition can now be applied to the parameter 8J* and the model 
will account for uncertainty in the structural parameters of magnitude greater (or less) than 
one. The internal updating of the model to account for this weighting factor is relatively 
simple. 
An iterative method that varies the Wv parameter has been developed by Lind and 
Brenner to compute the robust flutter margin accounting for the uncertainty in the structural 
properties [9]. Algorithm 7 .1 describes this method. 
Algorithm 7.1 Calculation of the robust flutter margin with structural parameter uncertainty applied 
while[ (µ(l') > 1+c)or(µ(l')<1-& )Jj 
Recall that the problem is frequency dependant. The structured singular value must be 
calculated for a range of frequencies in order to find a maximum. The range of frequencies 
chosen includes the nominal flutter frequency determined using Algorithm 6.1. It was 
assumed that the robust flutter frequency will most likely be in a neighborhood of this value 
due to the fact that the uncertainty parameter, 8J, is relatively small (less than 30% of the 
nominal structural parameter value). 
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7.4 Robust Flutter Margin Results with Structural Parameter and Velocity Variation 
Applied 
The wing is composed of 36 quadrilateral plates with two specific structural 
properties per plate; the equivalent modulus of elasticity (Equation (3.3)) and the equivalent 
modulus of density (Equation (3.4)). This structural model therefore has 72 possible 
parameters for which uncertainty can be applied. 
Algorithm 7.1 was applied with the M-d model for each possible structural parameter 
with uncertainty bounded at 0, 10%, 20% and 30% of the nominal value. This was done 
computationally [2]. Robust flutter margins were found for each parameter. Two select 
parameters and the resulting robust flutter margins for varying uncertainty bounds are 
displayed in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2. 
Table 7.1: Robust flutter margins with uncertainty in E* in plate number 4 
Table 7.2: Robust flutter margins with uncertainty in r* in plate number 36 
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It was noted that the uncertainty in the two parameters on the above two plates had 
the most profound effect on the flutter margin. A more thorough investigation on the r* 
parameter revealed that uncertainty in this parameter has more effect on plates further away 
from the wing root. It was also noted that generally the uncertainty in this parameter also had 
more of an effect toward the trailing edge of the wing in the flow direction. Table 7.3 
displays these results. Refer to Figure 3 .1 for the location of the structural plates. 
Table 7.3: Uncertainty investigation in r' in relation to plate number 
trailin ed e 
A similar investigation was done with the E* parameter (Table 7.4). It was evident 
that the effect of this parameter was not as significant in relation to span-wise location. There 
seemed to be an increase in effect as the chord-wise location was increased downstream but 
this was still marginal. The most profound effect of this parameter was at plate number 4. 
This plate is on the trailing edge of the fixed wing root. An uncertainty in the stiffness in this 
location produces a robust flutter margin of the largest magnitude; therefore the flutter 
instability is the most sensitive to this parameter. 
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Table 7.4: Uncertainty investigation in E' in relation to plate number 
The following 3 figures display the r* uncertainty dependence on plate location 
graphically for uncertainty bounded by 10%, 20% and 30% of r•nom respectively. The data 
displayed is in series corresponding to chord wise plate location. Each data set displayed is 
representative of the plates along the local chord line starting at the leading edge and 
following to the trailing edge. Subsequent series represent the chord wise plate locations 
starting from the wing root and following to the wing tip. Refer to Figure 3 .1 on page 14 for 
the plate number notation. 
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Figure 7.2: Robust flutter margin vs. chord-wise plate location for 10% uncertainty in r• 
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V rob vs. chordwise plate location for 30% uncertainty in r · 
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Figure 7.4: Robust flutter margin vs. chord-wise plate location for 30% uncertainty in r• 
The following 3 figures display the E• uncertainty dependence on plate location 
graphically for uncertainty bounded by 10%, 20% and 30% of E•nom respectively. The data 
displayed is in series corresponding to chord wise plate location. Each data set displayed is 
representative of the plates along the local chord line starting at the leading edge and 
following to the trailing edge. Subsequent series represent the chord wise plate locations 
starting from the wing root and following to the wing tip. Refer to Figure 3.1 on page 14 for 
the plate number notation. 
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Figure 7.7: Robust flutter margin vs. chord-wise plate location for 30% uncertainty in E• 
It is conclusive from Figure 7.2 through Figure 7.4 that the flutter margin dependence 
on the uncertainty in r* increases with the distance from wing root for the most part. 
Uncertainty in this parameter in plates on the wing leading edge and trailing edge also affects 
the flutter margin more significantly than it does at mid-chord. 
The uncertainty in the parameter E* seems to have more of an effect chord-wise 
(Figure 7 .5 through Figure 7. 7). Closer to the root the flutter margin increases with 
downstream plate location while toward the wing tip the adverse is true. The most effect on 
the flutter margin due to uncertainty in this parameter is in plate 4. 
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
8.1 Overview 
A complete structural uncertainty model has been constructed for a fixed cantilever 
wing to predict robust flutter boundaries. The model includes uncertainty in structural mode 
shape, as well as structural mode frequency. Eigenvector and eigenvalue derivatives have 
been calculated analytically so that errors due to computational inaccuracy with finite 
differencing techniques are avoided (APPENDIX B). 
The process of robust stability analysis requires that the system of interest be 
represented as real-rational in a state-space form. The aerodynamics, being non-rational, was 
approximated by a rational function approximation (RF A) so that a state space representation 
could be formed. The entire system could now be represented by a first order state equation. 
The aerodynamic approximation was tested against results using the v-g method for flutter 
prediction (APPENDIX A). Results of this analysis proved the validity of the approximation 
as the flutter points calculated by both methods were within a very reasonable margin of 
error. 
Application of the allowable variation in the freestream velocity and uncertainty in 
structural parameters was applied by representing the variation and uncertainty as a 
perturbation to a nominal value. The entire system was cast into the M-~ formulation 
represented by Figure 2.3. The application of variation in the freestream velocity was proven 
successful as the flutter margin generated using Algorithm 6.1 was within a reasonable 
margin of error of the flutter point generated by using the classical v-g method. Validity of 
the application of parametric uncertainty in the structural parameters was verified by the fact 
that as the structural weighting parameter (W1 in Equation (7.29)) is close to zero the flutter 
margin generated matches that calculated using Algorithm 6.1. 
The complete model was utilized to determine the effect of each structural parameter 
and its effect on the robust flutter margin. Table 7.3 and Figure 7.2 through Figure 7.4 
display that the equivalent modulus of density has more of a profound effect on the robust 
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flutter margin at the wing tip and at the leading and trailing edges. Table 7.4 and Figure 7.5 
through Figure 7.7 display that the equivalent modulus of elasticity has the most profound 
effect on the robust flutter margin at the aft end of the wing root. 
The complete structural uncertainty model, constructed herein, will analytically 
produce robust flutter margins usingµ analysis in a least conservative manner. This is due to 
the fact that uncertainties in the structural mode shapes, as well as structural mode 
frequencies, are considered. 
This model can be applied to a wide array of problems involving parametric 
uncertainty and the effect it has on the flutter margin. A much more complex structural 
model (i.e. an entire aircraft) can be studied with uncertainty in many parameters using the 
formulation described herein. 
8.2 Main Contributions Distinctive to this Work 
The major contribution to this work is the fact that the model, used in robust flutter 
analysis, is a complete model. The uncertainty in the structural mode shape was considered 
analytically. Traditionally the uncertainty in the mode shape is considered negligible and it is 
not accounted for in the model. By allowing this mode shape variation it was observed that 
the robust flutter margin is significantly affected (Figure 1.1 ). The uncertainty in physical 
parameters that comprise the wing structure directly affected this mode shape uncertainty. 
They also affected the structural mode frequency uncertainty and the uncertainty in the mass 
and stiffness matrices. These physical oJ parameters were considered to be the uncertain 
elements to this problem and the effect that they had in all aspects of the model were 
considered to make the model complete in entirety. 
The mode shape and frequency dependence on these physical parameters, taking the 
form of eigenvalue and eigenvector derivatives, was also determined analytically 
(APPENDIX B). This method proved to be computationally fast and resulted in minimal 
error since problems that may arise using finite difference techniques were avoided. 
Since the structure of the uncertainty is explicitly known the calculations involving 
the structured singular value (µ) are least conservative. The uncertainty parameter 8J and the 
allowable velocity variation oVare assumed independent in theµ problem. It is this fact, and 
exact knowledge of the uncertainty structure that leads to least conservative estimates. 
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Closed form solutions for µ do not exist for this problem. This being the case, the 
upper bound for µ was used to predict the robust flutter boundaries. The use of the upper 
bound, which is required because it represents the worst case, is the only source of 
conservatism in this problem. 
8.3 Areas of Future Investigation 
The main area of consideration involved the calculation of the nominal flutter margin 
using the modified classical v-g method. In order to apply the robust stability analysis an 
initial flutter point had to be calculated using the entire non-rational aerodynamics and absent 
of the atmospheric density approximation (Section 5.5). This flutter point also had to be 
calculated with a given fixed Mach number. This was due to the fact that the aerodynamic 
RF A and the atmospheric density approximation are reliant upon a given fixed Mach 
number. 
The initial difficulty was to create a wing that would flutter at a reasonable altitude. 
The flutter altitude had to be above sea level but below the stratosphere so that the 
atmospheric density approximation, when utilized, would be valid. Since the Mach number is 
fixed when this flutter point is determined the temperature, and subsequently the density and 
altitude, would vary greatly so that the flutter velocity would match the initially prescribed 
Mach number. Various wing parameters were adjusted (plate density, elastic modulus, 
thickness, and Poisson's ratio) to create a fictitious wing that would flutter at a target range 
of altitudes. This task proved to be quite difficult as many of the parameters were extremely 
sensitive to the flutter point altitude. The parameter sensitivity was also affected by the other 
parameter values so a countless many adjustments had to be made to create a wing that could 
be used in subsequent robust stability analysis. 
The wing created also produced an abnormal unstable flutter point. It was observed 
that the wing was stable at higher velocities and would hit the critical instability during a 
decrease in flight velocity. This was again due to the fact that the Mach number is fixed and a 
decrease in velocity is not a decrease in Mach number. In order for the Mach number to 
remain constant the speed of sound, and subsequently the air temperature, must increase. 
This corresponds to a decrease in altitude and an increase in atmospheric density. Since all of 
these parameters are restricted to a certain range of values they will eventually drift out of 
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scope and into a mathematically valid but physically invalid range. Restriction of the Mach 
number forced the flutter solution to behave in this abnormal fashion. The range of valid 
velocities in the linear approximated system will be limited by the atmospheric model and the 
Mach number. This fact was considered heavily during analysis. 
Another area of consideration involved the aerodynamic rational function 
approximation. Upon generation of the fictitious wing the aerodynamics were fit to an RF A. 
This RF A was utilized in the classical v-g method to verify that the flutter point calculated 
with the approximated aerodynamics would yield a solution analogous to that when the non-
rational doublet lattice generated aerodynamics was used. It was discovered that the RF A 
calculated aerodynamics were sensitive to the lag states chosen and the range of reduced 
frequency values (k) utilized. 
The rational function approximation fit the aerodynamic influence matrices to a given 
range of k values and a fixed Mach number. The aerodynamic influence matrices generated 
by the RF A were highly dependant on the amount and value of these k values chosen. In 
order to match the flutter condition calculated with the non-rational aerodynamics the range 
of k values had to be highly concentrated around the original, v-g generated flutter reduced 
frequency. 
Although valid, this limited the reduced frequency range when robust stability 
analysis was done. If robust flutter margins produced reduced frequency values out of this 
range they could not be considered accurate. This proved not to be of concern in the end as 
the robust flutter reduced frequency values were within the valid range of k values utilized in 
the calculation of the rational function approximation. 
The value and location of the aerodynamic lag states also affected the aerodynamic 
rational function approximation. Although not as sensitive as the k values, these lag states 
proved to have a warranted effect. In order to best fit the aerodynamics these values were 
optimally obtained using the optimization toolbox supplied by Matlab© [13]. The 
performance index optimized for was the flutter frequency obtained using the non-rational 
aerodynamics. 
The main area of concern overall was with validity of the linear state-space model. 
The model is restricted by a constant Mach number and this restricts the valid range of 
velocities that this model is valid for. Careful attention must be given to the robust flutter 
margins to ensure that they are within the scope of these velocities. 
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APPENDIX A. MODIFIED V-G FLUTTER PREDICTION METHOD 
The classical v-g flutter prediction method [ 4] was modified slightly for this problem. 
Since the aerodynamic rational function approximation (Section 5.4) is dependant on the 
Mach number this value must be fixed. The modified v-g flutter prediction method used fixes 
the flight Mach number initially and finds the flight flutter velocity at instability 
independently of this Mach number. 
The governing equation of motion (5.14) is displayed below. 
Mij+ K11 = q"'HT [AIC(Mach,k)f H11 (A.1) 
The modal coordinates (11) are initially assumed to undergo simple harmonic motion 
(Equation (A.2)). 
(A.2) 
Applying this assumption to the governing equation of motion produces Equation 
(A.3). This becomes an eigenvalue problem. 
[K-q"'Hr [AIC(Mach,k)f H ]110 =m2M110 
=A-M110 
(A.3) 
Since the independent aerodynamic analysis is dependant on the reduced frequency 
(Equation (4.7)) the solution to this eigenvalue problem is not guaranteed to produce a 
solution in which the flutter frequency matches. This fact results in an iterative method to 
find a flight flutter condition in which all system parameters match at instability. 
Initially the Mach number is fixed. An initial value for the reduced frequency is then 
chosen to calculate the Ale* matrix. With these values given the eigenvalue problem is 
solved for varying dynamic pressure values. According to Equation (A.2) instability for a 
specific dynamic pressure will occur when the eigenvalue, .A, is real and positive. Since there 
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are many dynamic pressures that may cause this instability the dynamic pressure that causes 
a solution nearest zero is used (Figure A.1 ). This value is used to attempt to find the flutter 
solution at the smallest velocity value. 
Imaginary part of eigenvalue versus qlnf fork= 0.16054 
2 
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Figure A.1: Imaginary part of eigenvalue versus dynamic pressure for v-g predicted flutter point 
This initial flutter solution may not match at the prescribed reduced frequency. The 
reduced frequency is dependant on two parameters, ro and Uoo. The value for ro is directly 
obtained from the eigenvalue problem. The freestream velocity, Uoo, is determined by the 
standard atmosphere and the value for dynamic pressure. 
The Mach number is dependant on Uoo and the speed of sound, a. The speed of sound 
is dependant on air temperature (Equation (A.4)). 
a=~rRT (A.4) 
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The ratio of specific heats (y) and the ideal gas constant (R) are constants for the 
atmosphere so the temperature (1) is the only independent variable. According to the 
standard atmosphere model the air density is dependant on temperature. For altitude values 
below the stratosphere the air temperature has a constant lapse rate, a . The hydrostatic 
equation and the equation of state for a perfect gas, along with the temperature lapse rate 
produce an equation that relates air density to air temperature (Equation (A.5)). 
(A.5) 
In this equation g0, p0 and To are the acceleration of gravity, air density and air 
temperature at sea level respectively. Applying Equations (A.4), (A.5) and the dynamic 
pressure ( q,,, = pu;, I 2 ), along with the definition for Mach number it is possible to get an 
expression for the freestream velocity that is entirely dependant on Mach number and 
dynamic pressure (Equation (A.6)). 
This expression for freestream velocity is utilized to obtain a velocity from the initial 
flutter solution. This velocity and the co value are used to obtain a new value for the reduced 
frequency, k. This new value will produce a different flutter solution and subsequently a 
different new k value. This process is repeated until the initial k value and the new k value are 
within some prescribed margin of error. 
This method will produce a flutter solution for the given wing geometry and a given 
flight Mach number. Any aerodynamic rational function approximation using this wing 
geometry and Mach number will remain valid. 
2 Note that in this equation M denotes the Mach number. 
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APPENDIX B. CALCULATION OF FIRST ORDER EIGENVECTOR 
AND EIGENVALUE DERIVATIVES 
The following method to calculate first order eigenvector and eigenvalue derivatives 
is taken directly from Friswell [7]. 
The typical eigenvalue problem of interest to structural modal analysis is displayed in 
Equation (B.1 ). 
(B.1) 
Solutions to this equation are the ith eigenvalues, A; and the corresponding 
eigenvectors, h;. Further, it is assumed that the eigenvectors are mass normalized so Equation 
(B.2) is satisfied. 
(B.2) 
The mass and stiffness parameters are dependant on certain scalar parameters. Denote 
these parameters as Jk, k = 1, ... , p. It is desired to analytically calculate the sensitivity of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors due to changes in these Jk parameters. Only first order 
sensitivity is considered. 
Differentiating Equation (B.1) with respect to the parameter Jk yields the following 
equation. 
[K-A-M] 8h; +[aK -A,. aM]h. - aA.i Mb.= 0 
' aJ aJ 'aJ 'aJ ' k k k k 
(B.3) 
By pre-multiplying by the eigenvector transpose and using Equations (B.l) and (B.2) 
the first order eigenvalue sensitivity can be solved for (Equation (B.4)). 
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a.,i, =hT[aK _,t 8M]h. 
aJ 'aJ 'aJ' k k k 
(B.4) 
The eigenvector derivative cannot be found using Equation (B.3) due to the fact that 
the matrix [K-A.;M] is singular. The eigenvector derivative can be written in the form 
displayed in Equation (B.5). 
8h. 
-' =v.k +ckh aJ I I I 
k 
(B.5) 
In the above equation Vik is some vector and Cik is some scalar. Equation (B.3) can be 
rewritten as, 
(B.6) 
where the matrix Di is, 
(B.7) 
and the vector bik is 
b =a.Ai Mb -[aK -A. 8Mlh. 
,k aJ , aJ , aJ , 
k k k 
(B.8) 
It was proposed that the /th element of Vik be set to zero [7]. The /th element is that 
which corresponds to the element of highest magnitude of the eigenvector hi. With this in 
place the remaining elements of V;k can be computed by Equation (B.6). This is equivalent to 
solving the following problem (Equation (B.9)). 
(B.9) 
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The /th row and /th column of the D; matrix have been replaced by the corresponding 
row and column of the identity matrix. The /th element of the b;k vector has been replaced by 
a zero as well. This was done so that the /th element of the V;k vector will be zero and the 
matrix will now have full rank. 
Upon obtaining the V;k vector from Equation (B.9), the scalar C;k is found from the 
derivative of Equation (B.2). 
(B.10) 
Substituting Equation (B.5) into the above equation, applying mass normalization 
(Equation (B.2)) and solving for c;k produces Equation (B.11 ). 
T 1 T BM 
ck =-h Mvk --h -h 
I I I 2 I aJ I 
k 
(B.11) 
The ith eigenvector derivative can now be calculated from Equation (B.5). 
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APPENDIX C. DETAILED DERIVATION OF THE QUANTITIES 
COMPOSING THE M-L'.1 FRAMEWORK WITH VELOCITY 
VARIATION APPLIED 
The following is a detailed derivation of the M-A framework with velocity variation 
applied. 
Referring to Section 6.4, the left hand side of Equation (6.51) can be separated into 
coefficients of like powers of OV. 
(C.1) 
In Equation (C.1) the quantity a~o;; is the coefficient of the ii term in Equation (6.5). 
This holds true for all the coefficients in this equation pertaining to Equations (6.6) through 
( 6.11) as well. Rearranging this equation yields: 
(C.2) 
Upon decomposition of this equation, including the introduction of new signals, the 
above equation becomes Equation (C.3). 
(C.3) 
The decompositions and signals pertaining to the above equation are defined in 
Equations (C.4) through (C.12). 
c5VLHS31j = LHS LJ [ c5VlrJL] LHS RJ 1j = LHS LJAVr3L LHS R31j . (C.4) 
(C.5) 
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(C.6) 
= LHSL2£\Vr2LLHSR2 [ ii ] 
W3L 
(C.7) 
Yu =LHSR2[ ii ]=[LHS~2 LHS~2 J[ ii l 
wJL wJL 
(C.8) 
(C.9) 
8V[LHS1 LHSL2][ ii ]=LHSn[8VI,1L]LHSR1 [ ii] 
W2L W2L 
= LHS LlL\Vrll LHS RI [ ii ] 
Wu 
(C.10) 
YiL = LHSR1 [ ii l = [ LHS~1 LHS~1 J[ ii l 
~L ~l 
(C.11) 
(C.12) 
The left hand side of the equation of motion is now decomposed into a suitable form. 
Recall the right hand side of Equation (6.51). Separate like powers JV to yield Equation 
(C.13). 
[···]fi+[···]11+[···]x = RHS0z +8VRHS1z +8V2RHS2z+8V3RHS3z 
+OV'RHS,z + OV'RHS, [ = l+ OV'RHS,x (C.13) 
Recall that the quantity z is defined in Equation (5.32). Each coefficient matrix in this 
equation is represented by Equations (C.14) through (C.20). 
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(C.14) 
(C.15) 
(C.16) 
(C.17) 
(C.18) 
(C.19) 
(C.20) 
Rearranging Equation (C.13) to a form like Equation (C.2) produces Equation (C.21). 
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[···]~+[···]11+[···]x=RHS0z+ov( RHS,z+,w( RHS,z+,w( RHS,z 
+OV ( RHS,z + ov( RHS, [ =] + OVRHS,x)) J) J 
(C.21) 
Applying the left and right matrix decomposition outlined in Section 6.2 and 
introducing new signals produces the following equation. 
[···]it+[···]11+[···]x = RHS0z +RHS,r w, (C.22) 
The decompositions and signals pertaining to the above equation are displayed below 
in Equations (C.23) through (C.34). 
(C.23) 
y6 =RHS6Rx 
(C.24) 
W6 = L\Vr6Y6 
oV[RHS5 RHS"i[ ;J = RHS,, [OVI,,jRHS,, l :J = RHS,,Av,,RHS,, l :J (C.25) 
y, = RHS,, rn = [ RHs;, RHS:, RHS;, t] 
(C.26) 
W5 = A.vrsYs 
oV[RHS4 RHS,, J[ ;J = RHS., [OVI,,jRHS.,, [ ;J = RHS.,Av,,RHS., [ ;J (C.27) 
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y, =RHs.,[ :}[RHs:R RHs:, RHs;, RHS7,J[ :J 
(C.28) 
W4 = AVr4Y4 
y, = RHS,, [ :} [ RHs;, RHs;, RHs;, RHS~R] [ :J 
(C.30) 
W3 = AVr3Y3 
y, = RHS,, [ :} [ RHs;, RHs;R RHSiR RHS~, J[ :J 
(C.32) 
Wz = Avr2Y2 
y, = RHS,R [ ;
2
] = [ RHS~R RHS~R RHSfR RHSfR] [ ;
2
] 
(C.34) 
w, = Avr1Y1 
Substituting Equations (C.3) and (C.22) into Equation (6.51), and solving for ij, 
produces Equation (C.35). 
11 = LHS~1RHS0z + LHS~'RHS,L w1 - LHS~'LHS LI w1L 
LHS;'RHS,z = [ LHS;'RHS,, LHS;'RHS;o LHS;'RHS,0 ] rn (C.35) 
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Refer back to the equation for the lag states (lower equation in (6.50)). This equation 
must be reworked using the left and right matrix decomposition. 
Y1 =RAX 
W7 = Avr1Y1 
The bottom of Equation (6.50) is now represented by the following equation. 
i = - Vo Ax+ RH11- L w 
- A 7 c 
(C.36) 
(C.37) 
(C.38) 
The equation of motion with velocity variation applied is now in a suitable form for 
the M-~ framework. The Mand~ matrices can now be constructed. 
The matrices composing the M matrix are defined in Equations (C.39) through 
(C.42). 
0 m1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 mz,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 m3,4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 m4,S 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ms,6 0 0 0 0 
Mll = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(C.39) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ms,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ms.s ms,9 0 
m9,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 m9,s 0 m9,IO 
mlO,I 0 0 0 0 0 0 mw.s 0 0 
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m1,11 m1,12 m1,l3 
m2,11 m2,12 m2,l3 
m3,11 m3,12 m3,13 
m4,11 m4,12 m4,13 
ms,11 0 mS,13 
M12 = 
0 0 m6,13 
(C.40) 
0 0 m1,l3 
fflg,11 fflg,12 fflg,13 
m9,11 m9,12 m9,13 
m10,11 mw,12 m10,13 
M,. ~[ ~' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~] 0 0 0 0 0 0 m12,s 0 0 0 0 0 0 ml3,1 0 0 (C.41) 
Mn~["':" 
I 
"': .. ,] m12,12 
11li.3,ll 0 11li.3,13 
(C.42) 
Note that the matrix M22 is equivalent to the matrix, ANoM defined in Equation (5.34) 
when U~ is equal to V0• 
The quantities for M11 are defined in Equations (C.43) through (C.55). 
(C.43) 
(C.44) 
(C.45) 
(C.46) 
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(C.47) 
(C.48) 
(C.49) 
m8,9 =LHS~1 (C.50) 
(C.51) 
(C.52) 
m9,10 = LHS~z (C.53) 
(C.54) 
(C.55) 
The quantities for M 12 are defined in Equations (C.56) through (C.80). 
(C.56) 
(C.57) 
(C.58) 
(C.59) 
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mz,12 = RHS~R (C.60) 
m 2,13 = RHS~R (C.61) 
mJ,11 = RHS1R (C.62) 
m3,12 = RHs:R (C.63) 
m3,l3 = RHSiR (C.64) 
m4,11 = RHs:R (C.65) 
m4,12 = RHs:R (C.66) 
c 
m4,l3 = RHS4R (C.67) 
ms,11 =RHS~R (C.68) 
ms,13 =RHS:R (C.69) 
m6,13 = RHS6R (C.70) 
m?,13 =RA (C.71) 
m 8,11 = LHS~1LHS~1RHS,,0 (C.72) 
m 8,12 = LHS~1LHS~1RHSi;o (C.73) 
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(C.74) 
(C.75) 
(C.76) 
(C.77) 
(C.78) 
(C.79) 
m,0,13 =LHSR3LHS;'RHSxo (C.80) 
The quantities for M11 are defined in Equations (C.81) through (C.83). 
(C.81) 
(C.82) 
(C.83) 
The quantities for M12 are defined in Equations (C.84) through (C.88). 
(C.84) 
(C.85) 
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(C.86) 
ml3,11 =RH (C.87) 
(C.88) 
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APPENDIX D. DETAILED DERIVATION OF THE QUANTITIES 
COMPOSING THEM-Li FRAMEWORK WITH STRUCTURAL 
PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY AND VELOCITY VARIATION 
APPLIED 
The following is a detailed derivation of the M-A framework with structural 
parameter uncertainty and velocity variation applied. 
Referring to Section 7.2, the left hand side of Equation (6.51) can be separated into 
like uncertainty coefficients. 
(I -a:OJOij -Voa:uo;; -Vo2 a:210;; - v~ a:3JOij) 
+JJ (-a:on;; - Vaa:u1;; - Vo2 a:2J1;; - V03 a:3JI;;) 
+JV(-a:uo;; -2Vaa:21o;; -3V02 a:3Jo;;) 
+JV JJ (-a:ui;; - 2V0a:2J1;; - 3Va2 a:3.11;;) + JV 2 (-a:210;; -3Vaa:JJo;;) 
+JV2 JJ (-a:211;; -3V0a:3.11;;) + JV 3 (-a:JJo;;) + JV 3 JJ (-a:3JI;;) 
= LHSO ii+ J.JLHSOI ii+ JVLHS, ii+ JV J.JLHSll ii+ JV2LHS2 ii 
(D.l) 
In the above equation a:010;; is the coefficient of the ii term in the a:010 term in 
Equation (7.4). This holds true for all similar terms in this equation pertaining to Equations 
(7.4) through (7.10). This equation is rearranged in the same manner as was done for velocity 
variation only (Equation (D.2)). 
[···]ii= LHS0ii+JV{LHS1ii+JV(LHS2ii +JVLHS3ii)) 
+JJ( LHS 01 ii +JV {LHS"ii +JV (LHS 21ii + JVLHS31ii))) 
(D.2) 
Left and right matrix decomposition (Section 6.2) was applied to this equation in a 
manner analogous to the previous chapter. This equation can now be represented by (D.3). 
(D.3) 
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Note that the last term in this equation will be identical to that for variation in the 
freestream velocity only (Equation (C.3)). The decompositions for this term can therefore be 
represented by Equations (C.4) through (C.12). The decompositions to the second term are 
represented in Equations (D.4) through (D.11). 
Y31L = LHSR3lii 
W31L = ~r31LY31L 
Y21I, = LHS Rzi [ ii l = [ LHS~21 LHS~21 J[ ii l 
~u ~u 
YiiL =LHSR11 [ ii ]=[LHS~Jl LHS~11 J[ ii l 
W21L W2u, 
(D.4) 
(D.5) 
(D.6) 
(D.7) 
(D.8) 
(D.9) 
(D.10) 
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YoIL = LHSROl [ i1 ] = [ LHS~01 
WJIL (D.11) 
The left hand side of Equation (6.51) with velocity variation and structural parameter 
uncertainty is decomposed. The right hand side is rewritten with uncertainty parameters 
factored out. 
(D.26). 
[···]it+[·· ·]11 + [· · ·]x = RHS0z + 8.JRHS01z + 8VRHS1z + 8V 8.JRHSuz 
+8V2RHS2z + 8V2 8.JRHS21z + 8V3RHS3z 
+8V38.JRHS31z +8V4RHS4z + c5V48.JRHS41z 
+8V5RHS5 [:] + 8V5 8.JRHS51 [:] 
+8V6RHS6x + 8V6 c5.1RHS61x 
(D.12) 
The RHS terms that make up this equation are defined in Equations (D.13) through 
[ J
r 
RHS,,01 
= RHS.;01 
RHSxOl 
(D.13) 
(D.14) 
(D.15) 
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(D.16) 
(D.17) 
(D.18) 
(D.19) 
(D.20) 
(D.21) 
(D.22) 
(D.23) 
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[ * ]T [ ]T RHS = avsn'l = RHS'7s1 
s1 a~snx + 6~a~6nx RHSxs1 
(D.24) 
RHS6 = [ a~6Jox] = RHSx6 (D.25) 
RHS61 = [ a~611x] = RHSx61 (D.26) 
Equation (D.12) is rearranged in the same form as Equation (D.2). 
(· .. ]~+(· .. ]11+(···]x = RHS0z+OV { RHS,z+,w( RHS,z+,w( RHS,z 
+ov( RHS,z+ov( RHS, [: ]+oVRHS,x )) )J} 
+OJ { RHS,.z + OV ( RHS,,z + OV ( RHS,.z + OV ( RHS,.z 
(D.27) 
+ov( RHS.,z+ov( RHS,, [ = J+OVRHS,,x)) )J J} 
Left and right matrix decomposition is applied to this equation to produce Equation 
(D.28). 
[···]'"+[· .. ]n+( .. ·]x=RHS z+RHS w +RHS w "I "I 0 LOI 01 LI I (D.28) 
Once again the last term in the above equation will be identical to that for variation in 
the freestream velocity only and the decompositions can be represented by Equations (C.23) 
through (C.34). The decompositions that produce the second term are represented by 
Equations (D.29) through (D.42). 
(D.29) 
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Y61 = RHSR61x 
w61 = Li,61Y61 
Y 51 = RHSRsi [ : l = [ RHS~51 . 
w61 . 
8V(RHS41 RHSL51][ z ] = RHSL41 (8Vl,41 ]RHSR41 [ z ] 
W51 W51 
= RHS L41,iir41RHS R41 [ Z ] 
W51 
B C D J[ z ] RHS R41 RHS R41 RHS R41 
W51 
8V[RHS31 RHSL41][ z ] = RHSL31 [8VI,3,]RHSR31 [ z ] 
W41 W41 
= RHSL31,iir31RHSR31 [ Z ] 
W41 
(D.30) 
(D.31) 
(D.32) 
(D.33) 
(D.34) 
(D.35) 
(D.36) 
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(D.37) 
B C D J[ z ] RHS R21 RHS R21 RHS R21 
W31 (D.38) 
(D.39) 
Y11 = RHSRll [ z ] = [ RHS~ll 
W21 
B C D J[ z ] RHSRll RHSR.11 RHSRll 
W21 (D.40) 
(D.41) 
Yo1 = RHS ROI [ z ] = [ RHS~o1 
w11 (D.42) 
Substituting Equations (D.3) and (D.28) into Equation (6.51), and solving for ij, 
produces Equation (D.43). 
ii = LHS~1RHS0z + LHS~1RHS LOI w01 + LHS~1RHS LI w1 - LHS~1LHS Loi W 01L 
-LHS~1LHSL1w1L 
(D.43) 
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The matrix LHS~1RHS0 can be broken up according to Equation (D.44). 
(D.44) 
The equation for the lag states (bottom of Equation (7.16)) must also be decomposed 
into left and right matrices. After decomposition this equation becomes, 
x = - ~ Ax+ RH011- LA w7 + L RdH w8 
c 
(D.45) 
where the decompositions and signals are represented by Equations (D.46) through (D.49). 
Y1 =RAX 
W7 = .1.,1Y1 
Ys =RRdH11 
Ws = .1.,sYs 
(D.46) 
(D.47) 
(D.48) 
(D.49) 
With all the decompositions now in place the M-.1. framework with both parametric 
uncertainty in the wing structural properties and allowable velocity variation can be 
constructed. The M and .1. matrices can now be constructed. 
Referring to Section 7.2, particularly Equation (7.22) on page 64, the M matrix is 
composed of 14 non-zero matrices. The matrices M 11 a, M12a, M21 a, and M 22 are identical to 
M 11 , M 12, M21 , and M22 defined in Chapter 6 where the allowable variation in the freestream 
velocity is applied only. They are defined in APPENDIX C. The remaining matrices, which 
compose the entire M matrix, are defined in Equations (D.50) through (D.59). 
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0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Mub = 
0 0 0 
(D.50) 
0 0 0 
fl'lg,20 fl'lg,21 0 
m9,20 m9,21 0 
mw,20 mw,21 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Muc = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (D.51) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ml?,I 0 0 0 0 0 0 "'11,8 0 0 
m18,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 "'1.8,8 0 0 
ml9,I 0 0 0 0 0 0 "'1.9,8 0 0 
0 mu,12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 "'12,13 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 m13,14 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 m14,1s 0 0 0 0 
Mua = 0 0 0 0 0 m1s,16 0 0 0 (D.52) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m11,18 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m18,19 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
M11e = 0 0 0 (D.53) 
0 0 0 
m11,20 m11,21 0 
ml8,20 m18,21 0 
m19,20 m19,21 0 
M,'f =hu 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~] 0 0 0 0 0 0 m21,8 0 (D.54) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-l m,,,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~] M11g - 0 0 0 0 0 0 m21,11 0 (D.55) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
M.., =l ~:'" 
0 
~] m21,21 (D.56) 0 
m11,23 m11,24 m11,25 
m12,n m12,24 m,2,25 
m13,23 m13,24 m13,25 
m14,23 m14,24 m14,25 
M12b = m,5,23 0 m,5,25 (D.57) 
0 0 m,6,25 
m,1,23 m,1,24 m,1,24 
ml8,23 m,8,24 m,8,25 
m19,23 m19,24 m,9,25 
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l m,,,, m20,24 m,,,,, J 
M12c = m21,23 m21,24 m21,2s 
m22,23 0 0 
(D.58) 
M,,. ~l ~" 
0 
m,:J 
m24,21 
0 
(D.59) 
The quantities composing the above M matrix components (Equations (D.50) through 
(D.59)) with structural parameter and velocity uncertainty applied are defined below. 
The quantities for Mllb are defined in Equations (D.60) through (D.65). 
(D.60) 
(D.61) 
(D.62) 
(D.63) 
(D.64) 
(D.65) 
The quantities for M11c are defined in Equations (D.66) through (D.71). 
(D.66) 
(D.67) 
(D.68) 
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(D.69) 
(D.70) 
(D.71) 
The quantities for M11ct are defined in Equations (D.72) through (D.78). 
m11,12 = RHS ~u (D.72) 
m12,13 = RHS~21 (D.73) 
m13,14 = RHS~31 (D.74) 
m14,1s = RHS~41 (D.75) 
c 
m1s,16 = RHSRs1 (D.76) 
m11 is = LHS~11 (D.77) 
m1s,19 =LHS~21 (D.78) 
The quantities for M11e are defined in Equations (D.79) through (D.84). 
(D.79) 
(D.80) 
(D.81) 
(D.82) 
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m,9,20 = LHSR31LHS~'RHS1,01 
m 19,21 = -LHSR31LHS~'LHSL01 
The quantities for M11r are displayed in Equations (D.85) and (D.86). 
The quantities for M 1 lg are displayed in Equations (D.87) and (D.88). 
m20,11 = RHS~o1 
m21,11 = LHS~o1 
The quantities for M 1 lh are displayed in Equations (D.89) and (D.90). 
m21,20 = LHS~a,LHS~'RHS Loi 
The quantities for Ml2b are defined in Equations (D.91) through (D.114). 
m11,23 = RHS ~11 
m11,24 = RHS~" 
m11,2s = RHS~" 
m,2,23 = RHS~21 
(D.83) 
(D.84) 
(D.85) 
(D.86) 
(D.87) 
(D.88) 
(D.89) 
(D.90) 
(D.91) 
(D.92) 
(D.93) 
(D.94) 
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m,2,24 = RHS~21 (D.95) 
m,2,25 = RHS~21 (D.96) 
ml3,23 = RHS~31 (D.97) 
m,3,24 = RHS~31 (D.98) 
m,3,25 = RHS~31 (D.99) 
m,4,23 = RHS~41 (D.100) 
m,4,24 = RHS~41 (D.101) 
m,4,25 = RHS~41 (D.102) 
m,5,23 = RHS~51 (D.103) 
m,5,25 = RHS~51 (D.104) 
m,6,25 = RHS R61 (D.105) 
m,7,23 = LHS~11LHS~1RHS,,0 (D.106) 
m,7,24 = LHS~"LHS~1RHSii0 (D.107) 
m,7,25 = LHS~11LHS~1RHSxo (D.108) 
m, 8,23 = LHS~21LHS~1RHS110 (D.109) 
m,8,24 = LHS~21LHS~1RHSii0 (D.110) 
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(D.111) 
(D.112) 
(D.113) 
(D.114) 
The quantities for M 12c are defined in Equations (D.115) through (D.121). 
m20,23 = RHS~o1 (D.115) 
mzo,24 = RHS!o1 (D.116) 
m20,2s = RHS~o1 (D.117) 
m21,23 = LHS~01LHS~1RHS,,0 (D.118) 
m21,24 = LHS~01LHS~1RHSi;o (D.119) 
m 21,25 = LHS~01LHS~1RHSxo (D.120) 
m22,23 = RRdH (D.121) 
The quantities for M21 b are defined in Equations (D.122) through (D.124). 
m24,20 = LHS~1RHS Loi (D.122) 
m24,21 = -LHS~1LHS Loi (D.123) 
m2s,22 = L RdH (D.124) 
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APPENDIX E. WING STRUCTURAL NODAL DATA 
The following table lists the structural nodal coordinate points for the fictitious fixed 
cantilevered wing used in analysis. 
Node X location Y location Node X location Y location 
Number (ft.) (ft.) Number (ft.) (ft.) 
1 42.416667 2 33 107.875 26.083333 
2 59.020833 2 34 114.01667 29.833333 
3 75.604167 2 35 120.16667 29.833333 
4 92.233333 2 36 103.5 29.833333 
5 108.83333 2 37 108.95 29.833333 
6 52.083333 6 38 114.4 29.833333 
7 66.270833 6 39 119.84167 33.583333 
8 80.458333 6 40 125.29167 33.583333 
9 94.65 6 41 111.58333 33.583333 
10 108.83333 6 42 116.31667 33.583333 
11 61.666667 10 43 121.04167 33.583333 
12 73.458333 10 44 125.76667 37.25 
13 85.25 10 45 130.5 37.25 
14 97.041667 10 46 119.5 37.25 
15 108.83333 10 47 123.54167 37.25 
16 71.5 14.25 48 127.625 37.25 
17 80.833333 14.25 49 131.68333 37.25 
18 90.166667 14.25 50 135.75 37.25 
19 99.5 14.25 
20 108.83333 14.25 
21 80.25 18.75 
22 87.708333 18.75 
23 95.166667 18.75 
24 102.625 18.75 
25 110.08333 18.75 
26 87.75 22.416667 
27 94.6 22.416667 
28 101.45833 22.416667 
29 108.31667 22.416667 
30 115.16667 22.416667 
31 95.583333 26.083333 
32 101.73333 26.083333 
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APPENDIX F. WING AERODYNAMIC NODAL DATA 
The following table lists the aerodynamic nodal coordinate points for the fictitious 
fixed cantilevered wing used in analysis. 
Node X location Y location Node X location Y location Node X location Y location 
Number (ft.) (ft.) Number (ft.) (ft.) Number (ft.) (ft.) 
1 38.0433 0 31 70.3433 14.858 61 92.6327 25.1111 
2 52.2013 0 32 78.0413 14.858 62 97.8955 25.1111 
3 66.3593 0 33 85.7393 14.858 63 103.1582 25.1111 
4 80.5173 0 34 93.4373 14.858 64 108.421 25.1111 
5 94.6753 0 35 101.1353 14.858 65 113.6838 25.1111 
6 108.8333 0 36 108.8333 14.858 66 118.9465 25.1111 
7 44.5033 2.9716 37 76.8033 17.8296 67 95.652 26.5 
8 57.3693 2.9716 38 83.2093 17.8296 68 100.6967 26.5 
9 70.2353 2.9716 39 89.6153 17.8296 69 105.7414 26.5 
10 83.1013 2.9716 40 96.0213 17.8296 70 110.7861 26.5 
11 95.9673 2.9716 41 102.4273 17.8296 71 115.8309 26.5 
12 108.8333 2.9716 42 108.8333 17.8296 72 120.8756 26.5 
13 50.9633 5.9432 43 81.6987 20.0815 73 98.6714 27.8889 
14 62.5373 5.9432 44 87.7511 20.0815 74 103.498 27.8889 
15 74.1113 5.9432 45 93.8036 20.0815 75 108.3246 27.8889 
16 85.6853 5.9432 46 99.856 20.0815 76 113.1513 27.8889 
17 97.2593 5.9432 47 105.9085 20.0815 77 117.9779 27.8889 
18 108.8333 5.9432 48 111.9609 20.0815 78 122.8046 27.8889 
19 57.4233 8.9148 49 86.5941 22.3333 79 101.6907 29.2778 
20 67.7053 8.9148 50 92.293 22.3333 80 106.2993 29.2778 
21 77.9873 8.9148 51 97.9918 22.3333 81 110.9078 29.2778 
22 88.2693 8.9148 52 103.6907 22.3333 82 115.5164 29.2778 
23 98.5513 8.9148 53 109.3896 22.3333 83 120.125 29.2778 
24 108.8333 8.9148 54 115.0885 22.3333 84 124.7336 29.2778 
25 63.8833 11.8864 55 89.6134 23.7222 85 104.71 30.6667 
26 72.8733 11.8864 56 95.0942 23.7222 86 109.1005 30.6667 
27 81.8633 11.8864 57 100.575 23.7222 87 113.491 30.6667 
28 90.8533 11.8864 58 106.0559 23.7222 88 117.8816 30.6667 
29 99.8433 11.8864 59 111.5367 23.7222 89 122.2721 30.6667 
30 108.8333 11.8864 60 117.0175 23.7222 90 126.6626 30.6667 
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Node X location Y location 
Number (ft.) (ft.) 
91 107.7293 32.0556 
92 111.9018 32.0556 
93 116.0742 32.0556 
94 120.2467 32.0556 
95 124.4191 32.0556 
96 128.5916 32.0556 
97 110.7486 33.4444 
98 114.703 33.4444 
99 118.6574 33.4444 
100 122.6118 33.4444 
101 126.5662 33.4444 
102 130.5206 33.4444 
103 113.768 34.8333 
104 117.5043 34.8333 
105 121.2406 34.8333 
106 124.977 34.8333 
107 128.7133 34.8333 
108 132.4496 34.8333 
109 116.7873 36.2222 
110 120.3056 36.2222 
111 123.8238 36.2222 
112 127.3421 36.2222 
113 130.8604 36.2222 
114 134.3786 36.2222 
115 119.8066 37.6111· 
116 123.1068 37.6111 
117 126.407 37.6111 
118 129.7072 37.6111 
119 133.0074 37.6111 
120 136.3077 37.6111 
121 122.8259 39 
122 125.9081 39 
123 128.9902 39 
124 132.0724 39 
125 135.1545 39 
126 138.2367 39 
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